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Abstract
Data is a crucial factor within machine learning, as most of the neural networks and machine learning
models are data-driven. A trained neural network can be used to predict new data that has not been seen
by the model but under the trained patterns. The performance of the predictive model can vary based
on the data that is being used while training. Multiple metrics have been produced after a model is
trained to evaluate model performance. However, it is difficult to get an intuitive measurement that
indicates if the data pre-processing of a model has been improved or not. Therefore, a constructive
performance indicator tool that can be used to intuitively measure the performance of pre-processing
mechanisms for a given model, has been developed through multiple experiments with 32 datasets. The
experiments are set up by collecting multiple unstructured datasets which are subsequently converted
into structured datasets and then evaluated by their modelling performance. The experiment results are
used to evaluate the importance of each metric and priorities via weights for contextualising the preprocessing experience within the constructivist paradigm.

Furthermore, a set of tools have been developed throughout the project to improve the efficiency of
machine learning experiments. The developed set of tools are a part of the main software, which is
named as the pre-processing assistant. The pre-processing assistant has been published to the public,
and it can be used for preparing, processing, and analysing data. The software tools allow users to
manipulate datasets and generate Python scripts to train a predictive model. Also, the TensorFlow
framework and its machine-learning algorithms have been utilised to develop Python scripts for training
and predicting datasets. The software has been used to effectively carry out the experiments which have
helped to configure the performance indicator tool.

In the end, the most important metrics have been discovered through various experiments. The
experiments consist of training the model with and without data pre-processing techniques. The increase
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in each metric has been adopted to discover significant metrics. The metrics which improve frequently
are estimated to be more critical and have been assigned with a higher weight. The performance
indicator has been configured based on the final experiment results, and it can be used by others to
measure the performance of a predictive model.
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Keywords
•

Classes – In data mining classes refer to multiple categories of items.

•

Classifier – A classifier is a trained model which is used for predicting unknown labels.

•

Data pre-processing – Data pre-processing consists of multiple techniques which can be utilised
to remove noisy data from a dataset.

•

Dataset – A dataset is a collection of data which can be stored within a database or an excel
document where every column represents a single data type.

•

Feature – A feature can be also referred to as an attribute or column which is represented as a
number or string.

•

Metric – In machine learning a metric is used to evaluate the performance of a machine learning
algorithm.

•

Model parameters – Model parameters are also known as hyperparameters and they can be used
to modify variables of a training algorithm.

•

Neural network – A neural network is inspired by a biological neural network which contains
many neurons that connect to form a neural network.

•

Predictive modelling – Predictive modelling uses historical and statistical data to predict a
result.

•

Structured data – Structured data contains relevant information and no noisy, duplicate, or
irrelevant data.

•

Supervised learning – Supervised learning is a process of mapping function from the input to
output. It is a process of correcting the predictions by an individual which is aware of the correct
answers.

•

Unstructured data – Unstructured data contains noisy, duplicate, and irrelevant data.
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1. Introduction
Machine learning has become a part of society and it is used in many applications we use today. These
machine learning applications all depend on the efficiency of numerical algorithms. The machine
learning algorithms are applied within web search engines, self-driving cars, computer vision and many
more applications (Liu et al., 2017, p.1). Machine learning techniques are becoming more efficient and
more available to the public. Also, numerical optimisation algorithms can be used to make decisions
based on historical data. These algorithms are then used to predict future events based on unseen data
(Bottou et al., 2018, p.3). The algorithms also allow the computer to make decisions without needing
to be explicitly programmed. There has been a growing development of deep learning techniques which
have been very successful within speech recognition, computer vision and information retrieval
applications. However, the success of machine learning depends on large amounts of data.

Furthermore, data and datasets play a crucial part in machine learning because they are used to train a
neural network. Datasets and data expand daily and need to be stored in a suitable format to provide
meaningful information (Mishra, 2016, p.150). In the field of machine learning, duplicate data,
irrelevant data, or misleading data is known as unstructured data (Kumar & Khosla, 2018, p.305). The
data or datasets that contain relevant and clean information are considered to be structured data. The
format of the data can have an impact on the performance of a neural network. Therefore, an
unstructured dataset needs to be converted into a structured dataset to provide clean and relevant
information. Also, an unstructured dataset can be converted into a structured dataset by applying data
pre-processing techniques. Data pre-processing techniques are used to transform raw data into an
understandable format by extracting useful information. Data pre-processing is crucial as it helps to
train an efficient and precise model (Nalić & Švraka, 2018, p.1046). The literature review focuses on
identifying appropriate data pre-processing techniques that can be used to clean noisy and irrelevant
data.
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In addition, the main goal of the research is to contextualise the pre-processing experience within the
constructivist epistemology (Ültanir, 2012, p.195), and to develop a tool that can be used to measure
the potential improvement of data pre-processing between trained models based on historical
experience. The tool for measuring the potential improvement of data pre-processing will also be known
as the performance indicator. According to the case study method (Comm et al., 2012), the only
generalisation is - there is no generalisation. Therefore, instead of exploring theoretical impossibility,
the constructive model will be used to develop such a tool. Controlled experiments will be put in place
to qualify the experience in this research. The controlled experiments will consist of collecting
unstructured data, which will be converted into structured data by the use of data pre-processing
techniques. The experiments will also consist of training multiple models with and without raw data.
The results of all experiments will be recorded to help develop and configure the performance indicator
tool. The experimental results will contain model performance metrics that can be used to measure the
performance of a trained model. The experimental results will then be used to develop performance
indicator tool that will produce a single metric to indicate performance.

Further, the research also aims to develop open-source software that provides tools for automating
controlled experiments. The software will also be known as the pre-processing assistant, and it should
provide tools that can be used to prepare datasets for training a model. The software should also provide
tools for processing data and evaluating model performance. The pre-processing assistant aims to
eliminate the need for downloading multiple third-party tools that provide an awkward workflow. The
pre-processing tools aim to speed up the experimental stage of the research and should help to minimise
human error. The goal is to automate most of the experiments so that there is a consistent process that
can be followed to obtain experimental results.
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Additionally, it must be stated that the performance indicator does not provide any guarantee for the
improvement in real-world modelling. The performance indicator is based on the constructive model,
and it only reflects the experience that was gained in this field. The controlled experiments, however,
may play a crucial role in the research because they are utilised to quantify the existing experience on
the modelling via statistical data. The collected statistical data is utilised to develop the performance
indicator tool, which will be used to measure the potential performance of data pre-processing between
trained models. The statistical data will help to identify significant model performance metrics that will
be used to develop and configure the performance indicator tool. Therefore, allowing future
experiments and trained models to be ranked accordingly. Also, the study does not focus on finding the
best data pre-processing techniques that should be used for a dataset. However, the study focuses on
providing a tool that will produce a measurement which indicates performance between trained models.
The produced measurement should be used as guidance to identify a model that performed better. The
performance indicator development section will discuss the experimental results, which are used to
justify the development and functionality of the performance indicator.

Finally, the controlled experiments consist of 32 different datasets, which have been collected through
an online website known as Kaggle. The datasets are mostly stored in a CSV format to simplify the
development of the data pre-processing tools. The collected datasets contain labelled data that is used
to solve a binary classification problem when training a model. Binary classification is used to classify
either true or false values within the dataset (Nalić & Švraka, 2018, p.1048). The collected datasets have
been used because they are public and free to download. Also, the 32 different datasets contain from 5
to 224 columns, and 102 to 1078603 rows.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
To begin with, the literature review covers theoretical knowledge and research on predictive modelling.
The predictive modelling technology that will be discussed is the deep neural network. The goal of the
literature review is to identify how data should be organised and prepared to achieve better results when
training a predictive model. Also, the literature review will explain the differences between structured,
semi-structured and unstructured data. Consequently, discussing the reason for using a structured or
semi-structured data format to store the dataset. The conversion process of unstructured data into
structured data will also be discussed. Further, the unstructured contents of a dataset will be presented
to help evaluate the techniques that should be used. These are data pre-processing techniques that can
have an impact on the quality of a dataset.

Furthermore, the literature review will cover general data pre-processing techniques such as feature
selection and data cleansing. The process of feature selection and data cleansing will also be discussed.
The advantages of feature selection and data cleansing will also be presented within the literature
review. Other data pre-processing techniques such as data reduction, feature creation and data
transformation will also be discussed. Moreover, the literature review will explain the best way to
optimise model parameters, which can be modified before training a model. The frameworks that will
be discussed are TensorFlow and Scikit-learn, which are open-source software libraries used for
machine learning applications. Also, various deep neural network models will be discussed. These
models can be used together or separately to predict a result, based on the data that has been trained
against the model.

2.2 Unstructured Data
The data that is stored within an unstructured format is not useful and not relational, which means it
will not fit into a predefined data model. Further, unstructured data can be represented as a video, email,
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web page, audio, or a photo. However, in the machine learning field, unstructured data is known to
consist of misleading, duplicate, or inaccurate data (Kumar & Khosla, 2018, p.305). The main difficulty
of unstructured data is using unsupervised learning to find any patterns or grouping in the dataset. It is
extremely difficult to find any patterns or correlations within unstructured data because it is not
meaningful. Moreover, data or datasets that are used or processed by humans daily are often presented
in an unstructured format. Therefore, unstructured data needs to be converted into a structured format
that is in a tabular form (Pancerz & Grochowalski, 2017, p.298).

The biggest downside of using unstructured data for training a model is that the complexity of
unstructured data is high, and it can have a negative impact in terms of performance (Mishra, 2016,
p.150). When it comes to a large amount of data, it is impossible to maintain as it keeps expanding
daily. However, maintenance can be greatly improved by storing the data as a relational database (Peng,
2017, p.110). Therefore, it is more beneficial to convert unstructured data into structured data or semistructured data.

2.3 Semi-Structured Data
Semi-Structured data is a form of structured data; however, it does not comply with the standards of a
typical relational database. Therefore, a semi-structured dataset is presented in a different format than
a structured dataset. Further, semi-structured data can be represented as an XML, JSON or a CSV file.
The semi-structured data format is human-readable, and it is easier to understand when compared to the
unstructured data format. However, a semi-structured dataset can also contain too much irrelevant data
because it does not have a database schema that defines the structure and relationship between data (Lv
et al., 2009, p.172).
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Furthermore, a semi-structured data format is used by most organisations today. This is because it is
more straightforward to store the data as a plain text document. However, this can cause major issues
as the data can be stored in an unexpected format, which would cause difficulties when being processed.
Also, having a large amount of data is not useful, as the data type of each value is unknown. It is
necessary to understand each value type as it can help to reduce noisy data that is not relevant. This
issue can be resolved by converting semi-structured data into structured data (Manogaran, 2017, p.134).

2.4 Structured Data
Structured data is stored as a relational database which contains a structure that is known as a database
schema. The database schema defines the structure and the relationship between data in a database. The
predefined structure also helps to distinguish the data type of each column, which is known as an
attribute and contains data related to the column name (Mishra, 2016, p.150). In the machine learning
context, attributes are identified as features which are used to train a neural network. There is a variation
of data formats such as nominal, discrete, and continuous which help to categorise a set of attributes or
features. Discrete and continuous data are categorical data types which have natural ordered categories.
However, Nominal data has only two categories such as true or false, and it can be identified as
dichotomous (Chandrasekar et al., 2017, p.482).

Furthermore, structured data can be used for supervised learning as the dataset is easier to maintain and
modify. This would help to carry out more experiments that can be used to identify which dataset
configuration produces more accurate results. This is because structured data is easier to process and
analyse; however, it is more challenging to collect (Greenbaum et al., 2017, p.127092). Moreover,
structured data also helps companies to make more accurate decisions to improve efficiency and
profitability (Nalić & Švraka, 2018, p.1046).
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The unstructured or semi-structured dataset can be converted into a structured dataset by removing all
of the irrelevant information. This is known as data mining which is a beneficial process that is used to
discover patterns in a dataset and eliminate any irrelevant data in a dataset (Kumar & Khosla, 2018,
p.305). Further, the process helps to obtain useful and meaningful information from raw data. The data
mining process can also help to increase the accuracy of predictions in predictive modelling. This is
because useful information is being used to train a neural network.

2.5 Data Pre-processing
Data pre-processing is an important process within machine learning that helps to transform raw and
noisy data into an understandable format. Most of the data which is presented is usually imperfect and
contains missing, redundant, or inconsistent data that is known as unstructured data (Kumar & Khosla,
2018, p.305). Data pre-processing is crucial as it can be utilised to improve the performance a of a
model (Nalić & Švraka, 2018, p.1046). Moreover, it is challenging to find a pattern or useful
information within a dataset that contains noisy data. This issue can be resolved by applying appropriate
data pre-processing techniques to clean a dataset. Data pre-processing techniques such as data
cleansing, data reduction, feature creation, data transformation or feature selection can be applied to
help reduce misleading results.

In addition, the data reduction process can be used to reduce the amount of data stored in a dataset by
eliminating redundant and irrelevant data. Data reduction can also be utilised to remove duplicate data
which can harm the performance of a machine learning model. This is an important process within
machine learning because not all data is relevant when it comes to training a dataset and predicting
results. Once all the redundant and duplicate data is removed, it is more maintainable and can produce
more precise results when training a model.
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Furthermore, feature selection can be used to improve the overall performance of the model and the
quality of data. Feature selection is a process of extracting important and meaningful information from
a set of features that will be used for constructing the model. Moreover, feature selection can be very
beneficial when applied to large datasets because the performance of classification and computation is
improved (Al-Ghraibah et al., 2015, p.563). Also, meaningful, and informative data is essential in a
successful machine learning application. This is because it is easier to identify the relationships of
multiple features, which can be utilised to train a more accurate model (Bafna & Wiens, 2015, p.704).
Also, feature selection is an important step because unwanted and irrelevant features can harm the
classifier’s performance.

Additionally, data cleansing is a process of deleting corrupt or imprecise data from a dataset, and it can
greatly improve accuracy when training a model. This process can help to identify errors such as
inconsistencies or corrupt fields within the dataset. The quality of the dataset depends on the
consistency, accuracy, and completeness of data within a dataset. The process of cleaning the data
occurs after it has been transformed into a structured or semi-structured format. (Ilyas & Chu, 2015,
p.282). Also, data cleansing can be a painful process because there can be numerous errors within the
dataset such as duplicate data, outdated data, missing values, or data that is not relevant to the business.
The data cleansing process can also be very time consuming, and it can be very difficult to identify
errors within large datasets (Khayyat et al., 2015, p.1215).

Further, another data pre-processing technique known as feature creation is used to create new features
based on the existing data within a dataset. The new feature can be created within a dataset by combining
multiple existing features. Feature creation can improve the performance of a model which is being
trained because the transformation of data can help to see relationships and creation of classes.
According to previous experiments which have been carried out with feature creation, the classification
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accuracy has been increased and can be used in many other machine learning applications (Alizadehsani
et al., 2013, p.58). Moreover, based on previously carried out experiments with feature creation, the
best model accuracy can be achieved (Bahrami & Shirvani, 2015, p.165).

Data transformation is another data pre-processing technique that can be used to transform data into a
different format. The process can be as simple as changing the date format from “DD-MM-YYYY” to
“YYYY-DD-MM” or changing the currency from euros to pounds throughout the dataset (Morcos et
al., 2015, p.883). Also, there are many tools which can be used to transform data into a different format
based on the complexity or simplicity of the data. The data can also be transformed manually rather
than automatically by the software.

2.6 Data Cleaning
Data cleaning is a complicated process that has been studied for decades. Data cleaning can be difficult
because there are multiple types of errors that might occur throughout a dataset. The dataset might
contain typos, duplicates, outdated data, or missing values, which can be difficult to identify (Khayyat
et al., 2015, p.1215). The data cleaning process consists of applying various data pre-processing
techniques that can be used to remove the duplicate, incorrect, or inaccurate data (Kumar & Khosla,
2018, p.305). Also, the study does not focus on finding the best possible data cleaning methods that
should be applied to a dataset. However, the study focuses on applying popular data cleaning methods
for various datasets to collect statistical data. The collected statistical data will be utilised to create a
performance indicator tool that can be used to measure the improvement of data cleaning between
trained models. The measurement that the tool will produce, should be used as guidance to identify
which data pre-processing techniques produce a better result. Therefore, the study does not focus on
finding a universal approach that can be used to find the best data cleaning or data pre-processing
techniques.
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Furthermore, data cleaning will be utilised throughout the experimental stage of the research to remove
dirty and ambiguous data from a dataset. However, no process can be utilised to identify appropriate
data pre-processing or data cleaning techniques for a chosen dataset. The suitable data cleaning or data
pre-processing techniques can only be applied by an individual who is familiar with the dataset.
Therefore, dataset pre-knowledge is required to choose suitable data cleaning methods for a chosen
dataset. Also, datasets that contain duplicate, corrupt, or missing values will be cleaned via multiple
data cleaning methods. Duplicate data is one of the data cleaning methods that can be applied to remove
duplicate data from a dataset. Table 1 demonstrates a snippet of the census income dataset, which can
be used to predict whether an individual earns over 50 thousand dollars a year. The data in table 1 shows
duplicates that have been extracted from the census income dataset. The removal of duplicate data
would consist of removing records that are the same throughout the dataset.
Table 1 Duplicate data example for the census income dataset
Age

Work

Education

Occupation

Relationship

Race

Gender

class
90

90

19

19

25

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Some-

Other-

Not-in-

college

service

family

Some-

Other-

Not-in-

college

service

family

Some-

Other-

Own-child

college

service

Some-

Other-

college

service

Bachelors

Craft-repair

White

Male

Native

Income

Country

Bracket

United-

<=50K

States
White

Male

United-

<=50K

States
White

Male

United-

<=50K

States
Own-child

White

Male

United-

<=50K

States
Not-in-

White

Male

Mexico

<=50K

White

Male

Mexico

<=50K

family
25

Private

Bachelors

Craft-repair

Not-infamily
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21

Private

Private

Some-

Prof-

college

specialty

Some-

Prof-

college

specialty
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Own-child

Black

Female

United-

<=50K

States
Own-child

Black

Female

United-

<=50K

States

Moreover, table 2 demonstrates the snippet of the census income dataset without the duplicates that
have been presented in table 1. Table 2 presents the expected outcome for removing duplicates from a
dataset where possible.
Table 2 Duplicate data removed example for the census income dataset
Age

Work

Education

Occupation

Relationship

Race

Gender

class
90

19

25

Private

Private

Private

Some-

Other-

Not-in-

college

service

family

Some-

Other-

Own-child

college

service

Bachelors

Craft-repair

White

Male

Native

Income

Country

Bracket

United-

<=50K

States
White

Male

United-

<=50K

States
Not-in-

White

Male

Mexico

<=50K

Black

Female

United-

<=50K

family
21

Private

Some-

Prof-

college

specialty

Own-child

States

Furthermore, feature selection is a widely used data pre-processing technique that can be used to extract
relevant information from the dataset (Al-Ghraibah et al., 2015, p.557). Irrelevant features can
negatively affect the performance of the model. The reduction of features helps to improve model
performance and it increases computational efficiency (Kumar & Shaikh, 2017, p.227). Further, table
3 presents a snippet of the loan prediction dataset, which can be used to predict whether an individual
is eligible to get a loan. The table demonstrates a feature that is not relevant and is not useful to solve
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the classification problem. The feature that is not relevant is the loan id column because the id is a
unique identifier of that row in the dataset.
Table 3 Feature selection for the loan prediction dataset
Loan ID

Gender

Married

Dependents

Education

Self Employed

LP001002

Male

No

0

Graduate

No

LP001003

Male

Yes

1

Graduate

No

LP001005

Male

Yes

0

Graduate

Yes

Further, table 4 demonstrates the final dataset with feature selection applied. The final dataset does not
consist of the loan identity column as it is considered to be irrelevant to solve the classification problem.
Table 4 Feature selection applied for the load prediction dataset
Gender

Married

Dependents

Education

Self Employed

Male

No

0

Graduate

No

Male

Yes

1

Graduate

No

Male

Yes

0

Graduate

Yes

2.7 Optimal Parameters
Hyperparameters are parameters that can be adjusted within a machine learning algorithm before the
training process. The parameters are a set of configuration variables that can be changed by the user.
Once all the appropriate data pre-processing techniques have been utilised, hyperparameters can be
adjusted. This process can also be used to improve the accuracy of the model. Moreover,
hyperparameters that are configured differently can affect the training positively or negatively. Also,
the optimal configuration of the hyperparameters will depend on the quality of a dataset. The best
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solution for adjusting hyperparameters is to attempt to train the model with all the possible
configurations, to achieve the most desirable results (Bergstra et al., 2015, p.1).

In addition, dropout is one of the hyperparameters that can be adjusted by the user before training a
predictive model. Dropout is a regularisation technique which can be used to prevent overfitting by
randomly dropping out nodes within the neural network. The use of the dropout hyperparameter can
lead to an improvement in terms of the training accuracy. However, the use of the dropout
hyperparameter can also lead to worse training accuracy (Helmbold & Long, 2017, p.7285). Moreover,
the user can modify the dropout rate of random neurons within the neural network.

Further, hidden units are another hyperparameter that can be adjusted before the training process. The
hidden units are used as feature transformation meaning that new features are computed by the training
algorithm inside the hidden layers. Also, deep neural networks can contain many hidden layers which
can learn difficult relationships between the input and output layers (Srivastava et al., 2014, p.1929).

2.8 Data Validation
Data validation is a process of validating the quality of the data to make sure that it is accurate. The data
validation process uses a validation dataset which is a part of a training dataset to adjust
hyperparameters. Further, data validity can have a big impact on the performance of a trained model.
The validation dataset is used to evaluate the performance of the trained model by using unseen data.
The estimated performance of a model indicates how well it performs when processing unseen data,
and how good it is on making predictions on future data. Machine learning requires a lot of
experimentation which involves adjusting parameters of the learning algorithm. Moreover, training a
model by adjusting the learning algorithm parameters can result in different results each time they are
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adjusted. The best performing model that is trained is chosen by comparing the results of the previously
trained models and choosing the most accurate model (Raschka, 2018, p.4).

Additionally, model evaluation is an essential part of the model development process, and it can help
to produce a more accurate model for the data that is being trained. The process can also have a big
impact on the prediction accuracy of unseen data. The simplest evaluation technique is the holdout
method, where the dataset is split into two parts. The dataset is split into a training and test set where
the model is trained with the training dataset and is used to predict labels of the test dataset. The
technique can help to calculate the prediction accuracy by comparing the predicted labels against the
test dataset. Further, the model cannot be trained and evaluated with the same data that is used for the
training process because that can lead to producing overoptimistic models. In this case, we are incapable
to differentiate if the model has memorised the training data or if it generalises itself to new data
(Raschka, 2018, p.23).

2.9 Deep Learning
Deep learning can be considered as constructions of deep learning algorithms which are artificial neural
networks. Also, deep learning is known as deep structured learning or hierarchical learning. The goal
of deep learning algorithms is to optimise the weight parameters for each layer. There are two types of
machine learning tasks, which are supervised and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning aims to
find the best model parameter that can be used to predict the best possible results. This is based on how
good a predictive model performs in terms of predicting the expected outcome. The supervised learning
task is used the most to train a model because it simplifies the training process. Also, the goal of an
unsupervised learning algorithm is to find a pattern within unlabelled data without knowing the
expected outcome (Litjens et al., 2017, p.3).
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In addition, a deep neural network which is an artificial neural network contains input layers, hidden
layers, and output layers. The deep neural network relies on input data which is then used to calculate
the output (Min et al., 2017, p.854). Also, a convolutional neural network is considered as a deep neural
network that is typically used within computer vision to predict objects within images. The structure of
the convolutional neural network contains a convolutional layer, nonlinear layer, and a pooling layer.
The convolutional neural network is the most successful deep learning algorithm used within the field
of object recognition (Min et al., 2017, p.855).

2.10 Framework
In order to carry out experiments and train a predictive model, an appropriate framework needs to be
utilised. In terms of machine learning, Python is one of the most used programming languages. This is
because Python provides many scientific libraries which are very appealing for developing machine
learning applications. Therefore, many machine learning frameworks are implemented and written in
Python (Pedregosa et al., 2011, p.2828). Statistical computing languages such as MATLAB or R are
used by researchers to implement machine learning related applications. However, they are usually
temporary solutions which are not robust and not future proof (Sparks et al., 2013, p.1187).

One of the frameworks which can be used to implement a machine learning application is Scikit-learn.
The Scikit-learn framework is an open-source library which is written in Python and can be used for
data mining or data analysis (Pedregosa et al., 2011, p.2829). Also, the Scikit-learn framework provides
a logistic regression model which can be used alongside supervised learning to train a predictive model.
The logistic regression model can be used for binary classification, which means that the model
classifies a value of true or false (Nalić & Švraka, 2018, p.1048).
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TensorFlow is a high-level open-source framework which can be used to implement machine learning
related applications. Also, the framework provides three different models which are Wide, Deep and
Wide & Deep. The implementation provided by the framework can be used to achieve memorization
and generalisation either separately or together in one model (Cheng et al., 2016, p.7). Wide and Deep
models can also be combined into one model combining generalisation and memorisation. Combining
multiple models can almost guarantee an improvement in terms of training performance (Srivastava et
al., 2014, p.1930).

Furthermore, the Wide model uses the linear classifier as seen in figure 1 on the left, to train multiple
different classes which are represented as integer values. The Wide model is also able to memorise data
using cross-product feature transformations (Cheng et al., 2016, p.10). The Deep model is a feedforward neural network as seen in figure 1 in the middle, which is used to train categorical and
continuous data. The categorical data that is stored as a string is converted into vectors before being
trained. The Deep model can generalise data which has not been seen before through low dimensional
embeddings (Cheng et al., 2016, p.10).

Figure 1 TensorFlow Wide, Deep and Wide & Deep models

In addition, TensorFlow and Scikit-learn frameworks are both open source and have very good online
documentation. Scikit-learn has many advantages such as providing a logistic regression model that can
be used for predictive modelling. However, TensorFlow provides three different models that can be
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used for predictive modelling. TensorFlow also allows combining multiple models to train a predictive
model, which guarantees an improvement in terms of performance (Srivastava et al., 2014, p.1930).
The preferable framework that should be used to implement a predictive model is TensorFlow.

2.11 Conclusion
In conclusion, training a deep neural network for event prediction requires the data to be in a suitable
format. The format of the data needs to be in a structured or semi-structured format before it can be
trained. Ideally, data should be stored as a relational database because it is easier to maintain. Therefore,
making the training process more efficient as it is easier to query meaningful data that will be used to
train the predictive model. Further, data pre-processing is an important process, which needs to be
applied to train an effective predictive model. The data pre-processing techniques such as data reduction
can be beneficial as it can be employed to reduce unnecessary data from a dataset. Also, the feature
selection process can be utilised to extract important features from a dataset. The data cleansing
technique can be used to reduce corrupt or incomplete data that can cause imperfect results when
training a model. Moreover, optimal parameters are known as hyperparameters and can be adjusted
before the model is trained. The dataset should be split up into two parts so that the model can be
validated with unseen data. The dataset is split up into a training and test dataset, where the test dataset
is used to calculate the prediction accuracy. In terms of deep learning, the deep neural network can be
used to train a predictive model. However, appropriate pre-processing techniques need to be applied
and several experiments need to be carried out to evaluate the optimal configuration. All in all, the
methods and techniques that have been discussed within the literature review will be applied to train
multiple predictive models during the experimental stage of the research.
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3. Research Plan
The research plan includes all the prerequisites that are required to complete the research successfully
and on time. The research plan presents how the work will be organised to accomplish the goals and
meet deadlines. The plan also discusses multiple tools which are required for a successful
implementation. Also, the essential tool is the Gantt chart as it can be used to manage or plan specific
tasks within a project.

3.1 Gantt Chart
The Gantt chart is an essential tool that is a type of bar chart which demonstrates a timeline of the
project. The Gantt chart displays all the tasks and their dependencies that are required to complete the
project successfully. The Gantt chart that has been created within Microsoft Excel can be seen in
Appendix D. The Gantt chart demonstrates the tasks on the left-hand side with a start and end date. The
start and end date help to identify the duration of each task and provide an estimate of how long it
should take to complete. The duration of each task is shown as a graphical illustration that can be seen
on the right-hand side of the Gantt chart. Also, the progress of each task has been regularly updated
throughout the research. In order to progress further, the Gantt chart helps to visualise the order of each
task throughout the project.

3.2 Literature Review
The literature review demonstrates how unstructured data can be converted into structured data with the
use of different pre-processing techniques. The pre-processing techniques that have been mentioned
within the literature review will be used during the experimental stage of the research. The preprocessing techniques will be utilised for a variety of experiments to develop and configure a
performance indicator tool. The performance indicator tool aims to measure the performance of a model
based on the experiment results. The literature review also discusses other methods that can be used to
transform the dataset or model to tweak the performance. Also, the literature review presents two
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different frameworks that can be used to implement a machine learning application. The best framework
is chosen and will be used to implement a prototype that can be used to train a predictive model. The
literature review can be found in section 2 of the thesis.

3.3 Implementation
The TensorFlow framework will be employed during the implementation stage to develop software for
training a predictive model. The TensorFlow framework can be used to implement any machine
learning application. The TensorFlow framework will be used because it is an open-source framework
which offers a range of code examples on GitHub. The final implementation will be based on a
prototype that is developed at the start of the research. The prototype is considered as the first iteration
of the software that will later be enhanced. Also, other software tools will be developed for preparing,
processing, and analysing data. The developed tools will be used during the experimental stage of the
research to carry out experiments effectively. The implementation of the software and the prototype can
be seen in section 6 of the thesis.

3.4 Experiments
The experiments are a crucial part of the research and will consist of converting unstructured data into
structured data. The experiment results will be used to create a mechanism that will be used to measure
the performance of a model. The experiments will consist of multiple scenarios and different preprocessing techniques that will be employed. The mechanism that will be developed during the research
is the performance indicator. The performance indicator tool can be reused by other data scientists to
examine the performance of the model. Also, the performance indicator will rank any experiment based
on the metrics which are produced after a model is trained. The significance of each metric is identified
during the experimental stage of the research. The experiments will help to assign a weight to each
metric based on the experiment results. The performance indicator tool should be able to produce a rank
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based on the experiment results and the final weight configuration of the metrics. The performance
indicator tool will be able to provide a rank that indicates the performance of the dataset based on a new
experiment scenario or model configuration. The experiments that have been carried out throughout the
research can be seen in section 7.4 of the thesis.

3.5 MIPP
The mini progress point report is the first report that is submitted for this course to demonstrate the
progress of the project. The mini progress point report will demonstrate the following sections that must
be submitted:
•

Aims and objectives.

•

Literature review.

•

Research plan.

•

Methodology and methods.

Also, the report is created halfway through the studies to identify if the student is ready to progress to
the next stage and carry out the research successfully. The mini progress point report should
demonstrate the aims and objectives as well as the methodology and methods that will be utilised. The
student will also carry out a presentation to demonstrate the work that has been done and will be given
feedback on anything that could be improved.

3.6 Final Thesis
The thesis is submitted to support the student’s submission to help finish an academic degree. The main
issue is knowing if the performance of a model has improved by looking at the metrics that have been
produced. The thesis will discuss how unstructured data can be converted into structured data by
applying data pre-processing techniques. The presented data pre-processing techniques will then be
used throughout the experimental stage of the research. The experiments aim to create and configure a
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performance indicator tool that will be used to give a measure of performance. The performance
indicator tool will be used to measure the performance of a model based on experiment results. Also,
the thesis will demonstrate all of the necessary tools that have been developed to carry out experiments
in an effective manner. The thesis will also demonstrate all of the experiment results and how they have
been employed to configure the performance indicator tool.
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4. Methodology and Methods
The methodology and methods section will demonstrate the chosen methodology that is employed
throughout the research. The detailed process and the advantages of the chosen methodology are
presented in this section. The various methods that are used throughout the research are also discussed.
This section also demonstrates the gathering and development of software tools to show off the essential
prerequisites. The prerequisites need to be gathered and developed before the experimental phase of the
research. The correct version of each tool will need to be collected and configured before development.
Also, the risk assessment is discussed as it demonstrates all of the possible risks that may occur during
the research. The contingency for each risk is created to avoid project delays or failure. The controlled
experiments are demonstrated as they are the most critical part of the research. The controlled
experiments section gives an overview of the data pre-processing techniques and the framework that
will be utilised during the experimental phase of the research.

4.1 Chosen Methodology
The chosen methodology for this research is the iterative methodology. This is a software development
methodology that has been utilised throughout the research. This methodology is employed to develop
software that can be used to prepare, process, and analyse data. The iterative methodology allows
developers to implement the base software or prototype which will be improved with each iteration.
The methodology also allows the developers to create multiple iterations of the software before it is
deployed. This gives the developers the freedom to develop an application and take time to improve it
based on the previous iteration. The advantage of this methodology is that issues can be addressed early
in the process.

In addition, figure 2 demonstrates how each phase is carried out within the iterative methodology. The
planning and deployment phases are carried out once within the whole process. However, all the other
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phases such as requirements, analysis and design, implementation, testing and evaluation can be carried
out multiple times before the deployment. Also, each phase of the iterative methodology is described
in more detail below:
•

Planning – The planning phase is where the developers plan how the solution can be
implemented.

•

Requirements – Gathering user requirements from the client. This is an important phase as the
software needs to meet all the given requirements to be considered a finished product.

•

Analysis and design – The design phase of the methodology will help to illustrate how the
software will look like and should also meet the requirements.

•

Implementation – The software is implemented by the developers after the requirements and
the software designs are finalised.

•

Testing – The software is tested in various ways by either the developers or a dedicated testing
team.

•

Evaluation – The evaluation phase is where the software is reviewed to make sure that all the
requirements have been met. The software can be presented to the client and deployed if no
changes need to be made.
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Figure 2 Iterative methodology diagram

Furthermore, there are many advantages of using the iterative methodology which help to produce a
working product that meets user requirements. The advantages of using the iterative methodology are:
•

Helps to produce working software very quickly and at an early stage.

•

Software is improved for each iteration.

•

Easier to change functional requirements.

•

Easier to test during the early iterations.

4.2 Development and Gathering of Software Tools
The gathering and development of software tools is an essential part of the research because the tools
are needed to carry out experiments efficiently and effectively. This section will give an in-depth
explanation of how each of the tools will be utilised throughout the research. Further, one of the tools
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that will be required to implement the machine learning application is the TensorFlow framework which
has been mentioned in section 2.10. The use of the TensorFlow framework is vital because it allows the
user to implement a predictive modelling application in a few lines of code. In order to utilise the
TensorFlow framework, the required TensorFlow packages will need to be installed alongside Python's
integrated package management system. The TensorFlow application will be developed for training and
predicting any of the datasets which will be employed during the experimental phase of the research.

Additionally, multiple tools for preparing, processing and analysing data will be developed as one piece
of software which is named as the pre-processing assistant. The tools will be written in C# alongside
the visual studio IDE. The tools aim to speed up the process of carrying out the experiments during the
experimental phase of the research. Also, the essential tool that will be developed is the performance
indicator tool as it can be used to measure the performance of a predictive model. Moreover, multiple
third-party tools will be collected and deployed throughout the research. The third-party tools that will
be utilised during the research can be seen in table 5.

Table 5 Required third-party tools
Tool Name

Tool Version

Tool Utilisation

Python

3.6

Python will be used to create a machine learning
application for training and predicting data.

TensorFlow

1.11.0

TensorFlow will be used to create a machine learning
application for training and predicting data.

TensorBoard

1.11.0

TensorBoard will be used to analyse the performance
of the model. TensorBoard can be used to visualise
the results of each metric.
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Visual studio will be used to develop the preprocessing assistant software and the tools for
preparing, processing and analysing data.

GitHub Desktop

2.1.3

GitHub will be used to source control all of the code
and make it publicly available to everyone.

Microsoft Excel

16.0

Microsoft Excel will be used to create an experiments
template that will be used to record all of the metrics
of an experiment.

Notepad++

N/A

Notepad++ will be used for preparing datasets.

4.3 Risk Assessment
The risk assessment has been created to make sure that the research is successful and delivered on time.
The risk assessment has been created in the form of a table and can be seen in Appendix E. The table
demonstrates the potential issues that could be encountered during the research and the likelihood of
each risk. The most important attribute for the risk assessment table is the contingency for each risk as
it can be applied if a risk occurs. The contingency for each risk can help to reduce the impact of the risk
or eliminate it without affecting the research.

4.4 Controlled Experiments
The controlled experiments are used to investigate how model performance can be measured with the
use of multiple metrics which are produced after a model is trained. The datasets will be collected before
the experiments are carried out. These experiments rely on multiple tools that will need to be developed
and collected to train a predictive model. Also, the experiments will consist of multiple datasets which
will be modified to find important metrics. The critical metrics are found through training a dataset that
has not been modified. The results of the model that has been trained without modifications are
recorded. The model is also trained with a modified dataset, and the results are recorded. The results of
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the unmodified and modified datasets are compared to see which metrics have improved. The metrics
which consistently improve can be recorded as significant. Further, the datasets will be modified by
applying the following pre-processing techniques that have been identified in section 2.5:
•

Data reduction - Data reduction can be used to remove unnecessary data from the dataset.

•

Feature selection - Feature selection can be used to extract important features from the dataset.

•

Feature creation - Feature creation can be used to create new features based on existing ones.

•

Data cleansing - Data cleansing consists of removing corrupt or duplicate data.

In addition, the experiments will be carried out with various models which can be trained with the
TensorFlow framework. The different models can help to identify the most significant metrics across
all models. The models that will be utilised throughout the experimental phase are:
•

Wide – The Wide model is good at memorizing the data which is being trained.

•

Deep – The Deep model can generalize the data that is being trained.

•

Wide & Deep – The Wide & Deep model is a combination of memorisation and generalization.

Furthermore, the experiments are carried out to configure and develop the performance indicator tool.
The tool aims to help data scientists to measure the performance of their model based on the experiment
results. The controlled experiments help to identify important metrics which will have a higher weight
configured within the performance indicator tool. This will allow others to input their experiment results
and get a rank that indicates the performance of their predictive model.
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5. Functionality and Design
The design section demonstrates all of the third-party tools that will be collected at an early stage of the
research. The critical functionality and the design of the third-party tools will be presented in this
section. This section will also discuss the design and functionality of the tools that will be developed
and integrated into the pre-processing assistant software. The collected and developed tools will be
utilised throughout the research for data preparation, data processing and data analysis. The tools will
be employed to speed up the experimental stage of the study. The developed tools aim to assist in the
development and the configuration of the performance indicator tool. The tools should also help to
reduce human error by automating various processes. Also, the design of the experiment template will
be demonstrated. The collection of essential metrics that will need to be documented within the
experiment template will also be shown. This section will also explain each process that will be followed
throughout the experimental stage of the research. Further, the method for collecting, preparing,
processing and analysing data will be discussed. The collected and developed tools that will be used for
each process will also be presented.

5.1 Third Party Tools
The study requires third-party tools to be collected, which will be used throughout the development and
experimental stage of the research. The third-party tools are prerequisites which need to be collected
before any experiments are carried out. Also, some of the third-party tool functions will be integrated
into the final pre-processing assistant software. The functions of the collected tools will be enhanced
and integrated into the pre-processing assistant. The collected third-party tools will help to employ the
experiments effectively and efficiently.
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5.1.1 Notepad++
The functionality of Notepad++ can be beneficial during the experimental stage of the research.
Notepad++ is a free text editor which allows modifying code or other text-based files such as CSV. The
tool will be utilised throughout the experimental stage of the research for applying data pre-processing
techniques. This section will go through the useful Notepad++ functions which can be used to apply
data pre-processing techniques. Also, the drawback of Notepad++ is that files that are over 500
megabytes cannot be opened and modified. However, this should not be an issue as most of the datasets
that can be downloaded online are smaller in size.

Moreover, Notepad++ contains a function that can be used to replace large amounts of data at once.
This function can be accessed by navigating to the search menu at the top and clicking on the replace
button. The function allows the user to replace specific keywords, letters, or numbers with any piece of
text. The replace function can be seen in figure 3.

Figure 3 Notepad++ find and replace function
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Further, Notepad++ provides functionality for replacing multiple data entries within a large dataset.
Therefore, the tool will be utilised throughout the experimental stage of the research to convert
unstructured data into structured data. This is because the tool should speed up the process of removing
or replacing noisy data. The tool should allow the user to apply the following pre-processing techniques:
•

Data cleansing

•

Feature creation

5.1.2 Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Excel is a tool that has been developed by Microsoft, and it can be used to store datasets in
multiple formats. The tool supports CSV file types and allows the user to apply data pre-processing
techniques to datasets. The tool will be used throughout the experimental stage of the research to modify
datasets. The tool will also allow the experiments to be carried out more effectively as it provides many
functions to modify data.

Also, Microsoft Excel has a replace function that can be used to replace or remove a large amount of
data. The function is very similar to the one which has been presented for Notepad++. The function can
be accessed by holding down the control and h keys at the same time. The replace function is also more
advanced as it can be used to replace or modify data within a selected region. The Microsoft Excel
replace function can be seen in figure 4.
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Figure 4 Microsoft Excel find and replace function

Moreover, Microsoft Excel can be used during the experimental stage to apply data pre-processing
techniques to a dataset. The tool can save much time because thousands or millions of rows of data can
be easily modified at the same time. The dataset would need to be in a CSV or XLSX format to be
modified. The tool can be used to apply the following pre-processing techniques:
•

Data creation

•

Data cleansing

5.1.3 TensorFlow
TensorFlow is an open-source machine learning library that can be used to implement machine learning
applications. The TensorFlow framework will be used during the implementation stage to implement a
prototype. The prototype will be utilised to train and predict multiple datasets to get an idea of how the
framework works. The framework will then be used to implement the final piece of software for training
a predictive model. The software should allow the user to train a model based on a CSV type model.
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The software for training a model is an essential prerequisite as it will allow multiple experiments to be
carried out during the experimental stage of the research. Also, the TensorFlow framework will be used
because it provides three different models that can be used to train a predictive model, as mentioned in
section 2.10.

Further, the TensorFlow framework provides a Wide model which is a linear model that can be used to
find linear relationships within data. The framework provides a Deep model which is a deep neural
network model that can be used to find non-linear relationships within data. The framework also
provides a Wide & Deep model which is a deep neural network linear combined model. This combines
the Wide and Deep models to find non-linear or linear relationships within data.

Moreover, the TensorFlow framework allows the user to adjust hyperparameters before a model is
trained. The adjustment of hyperparameters can affect the performance of the model and will be
considered as part of the experimental stage. The TensorFlow framework allows several
hyperparameters to be adjusted. The hidden units hyperparameter can be adjusted to modify the number
of hidden units which are used within the Deep or Wide & Deep models. The user can change the
number of layers and the number of nodes for the hidden layer. Also, another hyperparameter that can
be modified is the regularization hyperparameter. The adjustment of regularization can help to avoid
overfitting and potentially improve the accuracy of the model. Another hyperparameter is the dropout
parameter which can be adjusted for TensorFlow. Dropout will dropout random units within a neural
network to help avoid overfitting.

5.1.4 TensorBoard
TensorBoard is a tool which has been developed by Google, and it can be used alongside the
TensorFlow framework. TensorBoard can be used to analyse the individual metrics of a trained model,
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and it helps to visualise the performance of each metric. This tool is a web service which can be started
and accessed through the local network. TensorBoard can be accessed from a web browser such as
Chrome or Internet Explorer. The tool allows to analyse the metrics of a single model at a time and
needs to be started up manually through a windows command line. The user needs to provide the
directory of the trained model before starting the TensorBoard server. The TensorBoard tool will be
used throughout the experimental stage of the research to analyse the performance of each metric. The
use of the TensorBoard tool will help to document the value of each metric. Also, TensorBoard will be
integrated as part of the pre-processing assistant software and will be discussed later in section 5.2.3.

5.2 Tools to Develop
There are various tools which will be developed so that the experimental stage can be more efficient
and effective. The tools will need to be developed and integrated into the pre-processing assistant
software, which will allow the user to access all tools from one place. The tools will be developed based
on some of the third-party tools which have been presented in section 5.1. The tools aim to speed up
the experimental stage of the research and should be used to carry out all experiments. The design and
functionality of each tool will be demonstrated in this section.

5.2.1 Clean Data Tool
The clean data tool is to be developed during the implementation stage of the research. The clean data
tool will be a part of the pre-processing assistant. The tool will be used for applying various data preprocessing techniques to a large amount of data. This allows the user to convert unstructured data into
structured data. The tool aims to save time from having to apply data pre-processing techniques to each
row of data manually. The tool should automate the process of cleansing noisy datasets to allow the
experiments to be carried out effectively. The design of the clean data tool can be seen in figure 5.
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Figure 5 Clean data tool design

Further, as demonstrated in figure 5, the user will be able to import a dataset which is in a CSV or
XLSX format. The tool should be able to delete duplicate data automatically when the show duplicates
option is selected. The user should be able to delete rows with corrupt data based on a regular expression
that is provided. Also, the user should be able to delete irrelevant features form the dataset by selecting
and deleting columns from a dropdown. The tool should provide a user with an Excel-like function to
replace large amounts of data. The user can lastly export the dataset in the form of a CSV file.
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In addition, the clean data tool should provide the user with functionality to apply multiple preprocessing techniques which have been discussed in section 2.5. The discussed functionality of the
clean data tool would allow the user to apply the following data pre-processing techniques:
•

Feature selection

•

Data reduction

•

Data cleansing

•

Feature creation

Furthermore, the clean data tool should include additional functionality which could be useful during
the experimental stage. The clean data tool should provide a graph that will show all of the values for a
selected column/feature. This can be useful as it could show the most relevant or irrelevant data within
the dataset. This feature can be beneficial as it could help to identify data imbalance which can affect
model performance. The design of this feature can be seen in figure 6.
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Figure 6 Clean data tool data visualisation feature

Additionally, the clean data tool could have an additional feature that can be used to display the most
relevant data. The feature would allow the user to select a column/feature and the most possible
predictions are displayed against that column/feature. This would help to identify the data that can be
used to predict specific values within the dataset. The most relevant data is identified, and the tool can
be also used to identify data imbalance. The design of this feature can be seen in figure 7.
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Figure 7 Clean data tool feature prediction values

5.2.2 Generate Train Script Tool
The generate train script tool will be developed during the implementation stage of the research. The
tool will be a part of the pre-processing assistant software, and it will be developed to generate a script
for training a chosen dataset. This tool is required because the code for training a dataset can only be
used for a specific dataset. The tool should allow the user to import a dataset which will then generate
a Python script for training that dataset. The generate train script tool aims to improve the efficiency of
carrying out experiments during the experimental stage of the research. The tool should generate a
Python script which accepts a CSV type dataset for training. The tool also aims to help the user to train
a dataset without having any programming knowledge. Therefore, no coding is required as the tool
should generate a script automatically. The design of the tool can be seen in figure 8.
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Figure 8 Generate train script tool

Further, as demonstrated in figure 8, the user should be able to import a CSV type dataset. The generate
train script tool should allow the user to select a feature and value that should be predicted. The user
should be able to select a model that will be trained and should be able to modify the name of each
feature/column. Also, the user should be able to choose how the train and validation datasets should be
split up. This means that the user should select how much per cent of the data should be split into a test
dataset for validation. The two datasets are then used to construct a model, and the test dataset can be
used for data validation, as mentioned in section 2.8.
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5.2.3 TensorBoard Tool
The TensorFlow framework provides a tool by the name of TensorBoard, which can be used to analyse
the performance of a dataset. The TensorBoard tool can be used to visualise the result of all metrics
after a model is trained. The tool helps to visualise each metric in the form of a graph or a chart. The
tool might be used during the experimental stage of the research to identify the importance of each
metric. This will help to configure the performance indicator tool that should be used to give a measure
of performance based on all metrics. Also, the TensorBoard tool will be integrated into the preprocessing assistant software. The design of the integrated TensorBoard application can be seen in
figure 9.

Figure 9 TensorBoard tool
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Moreover, the demonstrated TensorBoard tool in figure 9 runs in the background as a web service. The
web service should be then accessed through an integrated web browser within the pre-processing
assistant. The user should be able to specify the location of the trained model and can start or stop the
TensorBoard web service. The user should be able to navigate to the TensorBoard tool through the preprocessing assistant once the service is started. Also, the tool can be used to compare results of different
metrics between different experiments to find significant metrics. TensorBoard provides graph charts
for multiple metrics, as demonstrated in figure 10.

Figure 10 TensorBoard graphs of accuracy and loss metrics

5.3 Experiments Template
The experiment template is designed and created before any of the experiments can be carried out. The
template that is designed will make sure that all experiments are consistently documented in the same
format. The template will be designed and created within Microsoft Excel as it will be easier to use.
The experiment template will include all of the metrics which will be discussed in this section. The
value for each metric is documented by the user. The template will be used throughout the experimental
stage of the research.
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5.3.1 Quantitative Indicators
The quantitative indicators are metrics which are produced during or after the model is trained. The
metrics can be used to measure the performance of the data pre-processing techniques that can be
applied within the model. However, the metrics which are produced are not clear and do not give a clear
indicator of a performance increase. Therefore, the significance of each metric is identified during the
experimental stage of the research. The significance of each metric will be easier to identify and will
help to configure the performance indicator tool during the experimental stage of the research. The
performance indicator should produce a single rank based on the result of each metric. The produced
rank should indicate a measure of performance. Also, the metrics which are calculated by the
TensorFlow framework have been gathered. The meaning behind each metric has been identified. This
will help to get a better understanding of each metric to identify significance. The metrics which are
calculated with TensorFlow can be seen in table 6.

Table 6 Metrics which are produced after a model is trained
Metric

Description

Accuracy

Accuracy of a model is determined after the parameters are fixed and no
learning takes place. After training, test samples from the test dataset are
fed into the model and the number of mistakes is recorded. Allowing the
percentage of misclassification to be calculated.

Accuracy baseline

Accuracy baseline is based on the labels/mean and it represents the best
prediction performance for predicting one class.

AUC

AUC is an area under curve mathematical function which is used to
measure a two-dimensional area under the ROC curve. In classification,
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AUC is the probability that the model ranks the positive value higher and
the negative value lower.
AUC precision recall

This metric is a percentage of the correct values among all of the other
values.

Label/Mean

The label is the value that the neural network should predict for the given
input. The labels are then summed up and divided by the number of
elements to produce a label/mean. This can then be used in conjunction
with the prediction/mean to evaluate how efficient the neural network is.

Loss

Loss refers to a function or a cost of a function that maps best to the
correct variable. In other words, a loss function represents the price paid
for the inaccuracy of predictions. The loss function result value would
ideally be as low as possible.

Average loss

Average loss is calculated based on the loss function for each training
step.

Precision

Precision is a function which is used to compute the number of true
positives. In terms of classification, the function computes the ability to
predict relevant information.

Prediction/Mean

Prediction is the outcome of the network and when the user feeds in many
inputs, then many predictions are given. The mean of those is calculated
by summing the number of inputs and outputs and dividing them.

Recall

Recall is a function which has a formula of true positives/true positives +
false negatives. In other words, recall is the ability of the model to identify
the correct values.
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Global step represents the current iteration when training a model. This
metric cannot be used to identify the performance of the model.

5.3.2 Additional Quantitative Indicators
The template will include additional metrics which will be documented. These metrics should also
indicate the performance of the model and can be used to calculate the final rank. The additional metrics
aim to identify the experiment scenario and the configuration of the model or data. The additional
metrics which will be documented can be seen in table 7.

Table 7 Additional metrics for the experiment template
Metric

Description

Data Type

Description

The description helps to determine how the String
experiment will be carried out in more detail. This
should indicate the steps which have been followed to
carry out the experiment.

Start date/time

The start date/time of an experiment helps to Datetime (dd/MM/yyyy
determine the exact date and time when the HH:mm)
experiment has been carried out.

Model used

This metric indicates the type of model that has been String
used for the current experiment. This would be one of
the TensorFlow models such as Wide, Deep or Wide
& Deep.
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Model

This

indicates

what

type

of

model String

parameters

hyperparameters have been modified.

Done

The done field determines if the experiment has been Boolean
carried out.

Total train time

The total train time is an important field as it helps to Datetime (mm:ss:ff)
determine how long a model has been trained for in
minutes.

Notes

The notes field helps to determine the notes that have String
been made for the experiment.

5.3.3 Template Design
The design of the experiment template is created within Microsoft Excel because it allows the data to
be easily formatted. Microsoft Excel has been used because it is more advanced than standard text
editing software. The experiments template should help to gather experiment results and should make
it easier to identify patterns and significant metrics. The experiment template can be seen in figure 11.
The data which is shown within the template is placeholder data which demonstrates how recorded data
will be shown.
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Figure 11 Experiment template

Further, the experiments template, which is shown in figure 11 demonstrates all of the metrics which
are produced by the TensorFlow framework and include the additional metrics. The user should enter
the value of each metric within the grey area of the template. The user should be able to add more rows
if more experiments need to be carried out. The template should be used per dataset as it will be easier
to maintain. The same document can be used for new datasets that have been collected. The template
will be handy during the experimental stage of the research as it will help to identify any patterns
between experiments. Also, the idea of the experiments template is to record the metrics of a model that
has not been modified. Then the results of a modified and trained model should be recorded. This allows
the user to see if the carried-out experiment has improved the performance of a model. This technique
should help to identify the significant metrics during the experimental stage.

5.3.4 Performance Indicator
The performance indicator tool is to be developed during the implementation stage, and it will be
configured after experiments are carried out. The performance indicator tool will be a part of the pre-
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processing assistant software. The performance indicator tool aims to give a measure of performance
for a predictive model. This allows the user to analyse if the set-up experiment has achieved better
performance. Also, the tool will provide a rank based on the value of the recorded metrics that are
documented within the experiments template. The metrics which will be used to produce a measure of
performance have been identified in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. The design of the performance indicator
tool can be seen in figure 12.

Figure 12 Performance indicator tool

The performance indicator tool that is shown in figure 12 should allow the user to assign a weight to
each metric. The user should be able to configure a negative and positive weight for each metric. This
will allow the weight configuration to be configured during the experimental stage of the research and
allows the tool to be developed during the development stage. The weight of each metric will be
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summed up after the user has provided the experiment results. The user should be able to provide
multiple experiment results at the same time. The tool should also be able to rank each set of experiment
results.

Moreover, the user is expected to provide a positive or negative number for each metric based on the
experiment results. This would require the user to train the model with and without data pre-processing
techniques. The user is expected to use the experiment template which can be seen in section 5.3.3 to
compare experimental results. The user would then compare the experiment results and would provide
a value of 1 for each metric which achieved a higher score. The user would need to provide a value of
-1 if the metric has achieved worse results. The value of 0 is provided if the metric has not achieved a
better or worse result. Also, the user would need to specify the pre-processing technique and the process
for an experiment that is being ranked. The rank of all of the experiment results should be displayed in
the final results area of the tool. The final results section of the performance indicator can be seen in
figure 13.

Figure 13 Performance indicator final results

Further, the performance indicator should include a ranking legend which should indicate the level of
improvement that has been achieved. The ranking legend would show a score between 0 and 11. The
score of 0 is the worst score that can be achieved and 11 is the best. The score of 0 would indicate no
performance increase. The score of 11 would indicate a very high-performance increase. The rank is
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achieved based on the experiment results and the weight configuration. The design of the ranking legend
can also be seen in figure 14.

Figure 14 Performance indicator rank legend

The performance indicator tool should give a numerical indication or rank, which gives a measurement
of how much the model has been improved. This will allow the user to determine if their model has
been improved or not based on the experiment results. The tool should be reusable and should be used
to determine if an experiment has improved the performance of a model. Therefore, allowing the model
with the best performance to be used for predictions. Also, the tool is a crucial part of the research as it
gives the user a measurement of performance for each experiment that has been carried out. This helps
to determine how a predictive model can be improved or what can be done to prevent model
performance from worsening. It also helps the user to decide whether an experiment has big enough
impact on model performance to be used for predictions.

5.4 Experiment Process
The experimental stage will require the user to follow each process in a specific order to achieve
accurate experiment results. The experiment process is explained for data collection, data preparation,
data processing and data analysis. The tools which will be utilised during each process will be specified.
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5.4.1 Data Collection
Data collection is the first process which needs to be followed during the experimental phase of the
research. This is because appropriate data must be collected to train a neural network. The data which
will need to be collected during the experimental stage of the research will have to be unstructured. This
is because the experiments require data pre-processing techniques to be applied. The data preprocessing techniques can only be applied to an unstructured dataset. Also, the data for the experiments
will be collected through Kaggle. Kaggle is a website which contains various text-based datasets that
are free to use. The website offers a range of publicly available datasets in formats such as CSV, JSON
or SQLite. The CSV type datasets will most likely be used for training multiple predictive models.

5.4.2 Data Preparation
The data or dataset is prepared once unstructured data has been collected. The data preparation process
is to be followed during the experimental stage of the study. Data preparation is the second process
which is utilised throughout the experimental stage and will require the use of the following tools:
•

Notepad++.

•

Microsoft Excel.

•

Clean Data Tool.

5.4.3 Data Processing
The data processing process is followed after all of the data has been prepared and structured. The data
will be processed during the experimental stage to create a predictive model. The model that is produced
can be used to predict unseen data. The structured data is processed and trained to obtain the results of
the produced metrics. The metrics can then be documented and analysed during the data analysis stage.
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Also, this section will demonstrate all of the tools that will be used throughout this process. The data
processing process will require the following tools:
•

TensorFlow.

•

Generate Train Script Tool.

5.4.4 Data Analysis
The data analysis is the last process that is followed after the dataset has been prepared and processed.
The data analysis is an essential step as it is used to identify the performance of a dataset. Data analysis
is carried out to find the significance of each metric to configure the performance indicator tool that can
be used to measure the performance of an experiment. The data analysis stage will require the use of
the following tools:
•

TensorBoard Tool.

•

Performance Indicator
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6. Pre-processing Assistant Implementation
The pre-processing assistant implementation section demonstrates the developed pre-processing
assistant software and its tools. This section presents the final functionality and design of each tool.
This section also presents an in-depth explanation of each significant functionality in the form of code
snippets. The pre-processing tools have been developed based on the designs which can be seen in
section 5.2. The developed tools are open source and can be accessed via GitHub through the links in
Appendix B. Also, the pre-processing tools have been integrated into one piece of software to make it
easier to utilise. The tools have been developed to configure the performance indicator tool, which can
be used to measure the performance of a predictive model. The tools have also been developed to
improve the efficiency of manipulating, processing, and analysing data during the experimental stage.
This is because the data cleansing process can be very time consuming, and it can be difficult to identify
errors within large datasets (Khayyat et al., 2015, p.1215).

6.1 Prototype
The main focus was to create a working prototype with Python, which can be used to train datasets
alongside the TensorFlow framework. The working prototype can be used to gain knowledge about the
TensorFlow framework and how it can be used to train a predictive model. The prototype will later be
used to create the final piece of code for training a predictive model. The priority was to develop a
working prototype as soon as possible. This is because the goal of the research is to carry out
experiments which require datasets to be trained and processed. Also, the first iteration of the software
has been created based on the TensorFlow documentation and code examples which can be found
online. The developed prototype can be used to train a predictive model for the census income dataset,
which is free to use for the public. The dataset has been trained and used to predict whether an individual
earns more than 50 thousand dollars a year. The code that has been implemented is specifically designed
to train the census income dataset and cannot be reused to train other datasets. This is because the
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structure of the input layers is defined within the code for each dataset. Therefore, a tool which generates
a Python script for any dataset has been developed and will be discussed in section 6.2.2.

6.1.1 Dataset Training
The first step of training a model is to understand how the neural network is constructed. This is because
the structure of a neural network needs to be defined within the code before the dataset can be trained.
The structure of a neural network is created based on the features and categories within a dataset. The
features of a dataset will be the input layer nodes that need to be constructed within the code before the
dataset is trained. The neural network contains multiple layers that communicate with each other to
produce an output. The first layer of a neural network is the input layer which processes initial data
within the neural network. The input layer expects raw data which is being inserted into the neural
network. The next layer is the hidden layer which processes the data to produce the output by using an
activation function. The last layer of a neural network is the output layer which produces an output for
the program. Figure 15 demonstrates a visual representation of a neural network.
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Figure 15 Neural network diagram

Further, the developed prototype can be used to train a predictive model for the census income dataset.
The prototype can read a CSV file type dataset which matches the constructed input that is defined
within the code. The primary dataset needs to be split up into a train and test datasets manually. The
test dataset is used at the end of training to evaluate the performance of the trained model. The structure
of the input layer needs to be defined within the code before a model is trained. The inputs are based on
the census income dataset, and all of the features are stored as an array. The model features are built
based on the data type of each feature in the dataset. Figure 16 demonstrates how the input nodes for
continuous features is constructed for numerical data which is stored in the dataset.
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Figure 16 Constructing input nodes for continuous columns

The TensorFlow framework also allows categorical features to be constructed within the code. The
categorical features contain non-numerical data which is fixed throughout the dataset. The neural
network expects a value which matches the category value within a column when it is being trained.
Figure 17 demonstrates the code which is used to construct the input nodes for the categorical data that
is stored within the dataset.

Figure 17 Constructing input nodes for categorical features
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The next piece of code shown in figure 18 demonstrates that the user can specify the structure and
hyperparameters for each model architecture. The feature columns which have been constructed are
defined for each model architecture. The architecture of each model is different, and the
hyperparameters or the input layers can vary. The code returns an estimator based on the chosen model
type that is going to be trained. This can be either Wide, Deep or the Wide & Deep model. Further, the
model is trained and saved as a type of a PB file which can later be used to make predictions. The PB
file is a protobuf file which contains a graph definition and model weights.

Figure 18 Wide and Deep model estimators

6.1.2 Model Prediction
The prototype can make predictions based on the trained model for the census income dataset by
utilising the previously saved PB file. The predicting of new unseen data can help to determine if the
predictions are correct. The developed prediction script can make predictions for the census income
dataset. The prediction values are stored as a CSV file, and they are parsed into the model to make
predictions. The developed Python script reads each line of the CSV file and serialises the row of data
into a dictionary, which is then parsed through the model to make predictions. The script uses the trained
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model that is stored locally as a PB type file to make predictions. The code would output the predictions
to the console and save them as a CSV file. Figure 19 demonstrates the code which loads the model
into the memory and creates a prediction file as a CSV file type.

Figure 19 Model prediction file loading model into memory

Further, the next piece of code reads each line of the predictions file and splits up the comma-delimited
values into an array. The values within the array are then individually serialised into a feature dictionary,
which is parsed into the model as the input. The next piece of code constructs the input for the model
and parses it into the model. Figure 20 demonstrates the code that serialises the prediction data and
constructs the input for the predictive model.
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Figure 20 Model prediction feature serialisation

Moreover, the code which is executed after the input has been constructed will output the prediction
values and the probability for each prediction. The prediction outcomes are saved in a CSV file type.
Figure 21 demonstrates the code which writes the prediction outcome into a CSV file for each set of
features.
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Figure 21 Model prediction writing prediction results to a CSV file

6.1.3 Model Prediction Analysis
The model prediction analysis tool has been developed as part of the pre-processing assistant software.
This is the first tool that has been developed for the pre-processing assistant, and it allows the user to
make predictions based on a trained model. The user is only able to make predictions for a model that
has been trained with the census income dataset. The tool provides a user interface where the predictions
are provided, and the model type can be chosen. The model prediction analysis tool displays all of the
prediction results based on the prediction data that has been provided by the user. The prediction data
and the prediction results are displayed in two separate tables and can be easily managed. The tool has
been developed within C#, and it runs the previously demonstrated Python code in section 6.1.2 to make
predictions. The developed model prediction analysis tool can be seen in figure 22.
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Figure 22 Model prediction analysis tool for the census income dataset model

Moreover, figure 22 demonstrates the final implementation of the prediction analysis tool, which allows
the user to provide predictions within the prediction table. The user can save the prediction data as a
CSV file locally by pressing the save button. The user can also delete all predictions by pressing the
delete button and provide new predictions. Afterwards, the user would click on the predict button to get
the prediction results. The code will execute the Python script that has been discussed in section 6.1.2.
The Python script reads all of the predictions and provides prediction results in a new CSV file. Once
the Python script finishes running, the prediction outputs are displayed within the prediction analysis
tool. Also, the predict method is used to execute a command in the windows command line. The
windows command line executes the Python code, which starts making predictions. Figure 23
demonstrates the code which executes the Python script and retrieves the prediction results.
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Figure 23 Prediction analysis tool predict method

6.2 Pre-processing Assistant
The pre-processing assistant software has been developed to keep all of the tools together. The software
aims to provide data preparation, processing and analysis tools that can be easily accessed. This can be
very useful during the experimental stage of the research as it is designed to improve efficiency. Also,
the pre-processing assistant software and its tools have been developed in C# alongside the visual studio
IDE. The software has been developed by using WPF, which is a graphical subsystem that allows
developing user interface applications. However, the machine learning application for training and
predicting models has been written in Python alongside the TensorFlow framework. This is because
there are no advanced machine learning frameworks which have been developed for C# and most of the
machine learning frameworks are developed and implemented in Python (Pedregosa et al., 2011,
p.2828). Further, the data manipulation and data mining tools have been all developed within C#, and
they have been integrated into the pre-processing assistant. Also, the code for the pre-processing
assistant and all of its tools can be accessed via GitHub which can be seen in Appendix B. The user
manual for the pre-processing assistant software and its tools can be seen in Appendix G. The preprocessing assistant includes the following tools:
•

Clean data tool – The clean data tool can be used to apply data pre-processing techniques to
remove noisy data from the dataset. The detailed implementation and functionality of the clean
data tool can be seen in section 6.2.1.
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Train dataset tool – The train dataset tool can be used to generate a Python train script based on
the imported dataset. The functionality of the train script tool can be seen in section 6.2.2.

•

TensorBoard tool – The TensorBoard tool can be used to evaluate the metrics of the trained
model. The functionality of the TensorBoard tool is discussed in section 6.2.3.

•

Performance indicator tool – The performance indicator tool can be used to obtain a rank based
on the produced model metrics. The implementation and functionality of the performance
indicator are discussed in section 7.1.

The final implementation of the pre-processing assistant can be seen in figure 24. The developed tools
can be accessed through the menu on the left-hand side. The user can have multiple tools open at the
same time which can be managed through tabs.

Figure 24 Pre-processing assistant software
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6.2.1 Clean Data Tool
The clean data tool has been implemented based on the design, which can be seen in section 5.2.1. The
developed clean data tool allows the user to apply data pre-processing techniques to any CSV or XLSX
type dataset. The clean data tool aims to speed up the data preparation process during the experimental
stage of the research. The final implementation of the clean data tool can be seen in figure 25.

Figure 25 Clean data tool

Further, the clean data tool that is shown in figure 25 can be used to apply the following pre-processing
techniques:
•

Data reduction – Data reduction can be used to remove any duplicates from the dataset.

•

Data cleansing – The data cleaning pre-processing technique can be used to remove records
which contain corrupt values or special characters.
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Feature creation – Feature creation can be used to create new features based on the existing
ones.

•

Feature selection – Feature selection can be used to choose the significant features from the
dataset and leave behind the unwanted features.

In Addition, the developed clean data tool allows the user to export the modified dataset as a CSV type
file. The user can remove duplicates from the dataset by selecting the show duplicates checkbox. The
user can also remove any corrupt or unwanted data from the dataset by making sure that the show
corrupt values checkbox is ticked. The user is expected to provide a regular expression that will look
for individual characters or words to delete. The clean data tool allows the user to execute Excel-like
functions to replace all data within a column. The user is also able to delete individual columns within
the dataset by choosing a column from the dropdown and clicking on the delete button.

Moreover, the code for finding and selecting all of the duplicate data within the dataset can be seen in
figure 26. The code gets all of the duplicate rows of data by using a LINQ query. Also, each row of data
has a hash code which is generated based on the value of each column. The LINQ query looks at records
of data which have the same hash code and occur more than once in the dataset. The code then sets an
“IsDuplicate” property against the duplicate data record which is ignored when it is being exported into
the new dataset.
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Figure 26 Clean data tool finding duplicate records

Furthermore, the code in figure 27 demonstrates an if statement which checks for the corrupt values or
words that match the provided regular expression. The code will only check for these values if the
“Show Corrupt Values” checkbox is ticked. The code demonstrated in figure 27 contains an if statement
that is placed within a loop. The code is responsible for checking if any data within the row matches
the regular expression. The “ContainsSpecialCharacter” property is set to true for each row of data that
matches the regular expression. This means that the row of data will not be exported into the new
dataset.

Figure 27 Clean data tool finding corrupt values

6.2.2 Generate Train Script Tool
The generate train script tool has been developed for generating a Python script that can be used to train
a model based on the imported dataset. The tool is a part of the pre-processing assistant software, and
it aims to speed up the experimental stage of the research. The tool has been developed as per design
which can be seen in section 5.2.2. The structure of the input nodes needs to be defined within the code
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each time a new dataset is trained. Therefore, the generate script tool has been developed and can be
used to generate a Python script for the provided dataset. The tool allows the user to import a CSV type
dataset that is used to generate the Python script for training a predictive model. The tool will
automatically generate code and define the structure of the model in the background. This will improve
the efficiency of carrying out experiments as the code does not need to be modified manually by the
user for each new dataset. Also, the tool can be utilised to improve the experiment results as it will
define the model structure automatically. This means that no spelling errors will be made as human
interaction is minimised. The tool also helps to split up the primary dataset into a train and test datasets,
which are then used to train a predictive model. The developed clean data tool also minimises the
amount of programming that needs to be done. The developed generate train script tool can be seen in
figure 28.
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Figure 28 Pre-processing assistant train dataset tool

Further, the tool which is shown in figure 28 can generate a Python script that can be used to train a
predictive model. The user needs to make sure that all of the fields within the tool are filled out before
a working Python script can be generated. The user would firstly import a CSV type dataset by pressing
the browse button and finding the dataset that is stored locally. Afterwards, the user needs to make sure
that the following fields are filled out or selected:
•

Prediction column/feature.

•

Model type.

•

Train data file path.

•

Test data file path.

•

Prediction value.
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The user would click on the generate script button once all of the fields are filled out. The tool will then
generate the Python script asynchronously in the background. Once the script has been generated, it
will be displayed within the textbox. The user can then copy and paste the script which should be saved
as a Python file type. The user should be able to run the script and train a model for the imported dataset.

Furthermore, the training script that has been developed for the prototype in section 6.1.1 has been
reused for the creation of the generate train script tool. The tool can be used to generate a Python script
that will be utilised to train a model by using the TensorFlow framework. The Python script is saved
locally as a resource, and it contains multiple placeholder values which are substituted later in the code.
The values will vary based on the imported dataset. Further, figure 29 demonstrates a snippet of the
Python script with the placeholders.

Figure 29 Python script snippet containing placeholders

Moreover, the column categories are generated for each column by reading the distinct values from the
imported dataset. The string builder is used to build a string of multiple categories and their values
which will then be substituted for a placeholder in the Python script. Figure 30 demonstrates a loop with
a string builder that will append all the columns and their distinct values that are stored in the imported
dataset. This process is repeated for each of the columns within the imported dataset.
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Figure 30 Building column structure

Further, all the generated code is concatenated and substituted by the use of the format method. The
format method takes in all of the generated code as a parameter. The placeholder values within the
embedded Python script are replaced with the generated Python code. Afterwards, the formatted Python
script is stored as a property which is a bound to the textbox. The textbox displays the formatted Python
script within the graphical user interface. The code for formatting the Python script can be seen in figure
31.
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Figure 31 String formatting

In addition, the developed script for training a predictive model has been improved after the prototype
has been utilised. The script now contains much cleaner code which is easier to read and maintain. It
also includes other improvements which will increase the efficiency of carrying out experiments. The
Python script will now save the result of each metric that has been discussed in section 5.3.1. The Python
script also generates new metrics that have been discussed in section 5.3.2. The result of each metric is
saved within a CSV file after a model has been trained. This means that the user does not have to type
out the result of each metric manually. This will help to improve the efficiency of carrying out the
experiments as the process is automated, and it decreases human error. The code which saves each
metric to a CSV file can be seen in figure 32.
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Figure 32 Generating and saving metrics to a CSV file

6.2.3 TensorBoard Tool
The developed TensorBoard tool can be used to visualise and analyse metrics which have been produced
after the model is trained. The TensorBoard tool is integrated into the pre-processing assistant software
and allows the user to execute additional functions. The tool has been developed and implemented based
on the design in section 5.2.3. Google has developed TensorBoard, and it has been embedded as part of
the pre-processing assistant. The user can access the tool within the pre-processing assistant and start
or stop the TensorBoard web service. The tool aims to eliminate the need for setting up the webserver
manually through a command line. The user can provide the location of the trained model and start the
webserver. The user can also access the web application through an integrated web browser which is
embedded within the developed TensorBoard tool. The developed TensorBoard tool can be seen in
figure 33.
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Figure 33 Final TensorBoard tool

Further, the user can configure the TensorBoard web server through the UI tool, as shown in figure 33.
The user will need to specify the location of the trained model to start the webserver. The user can
navigate to the web application once the webserver is started. The user would click the go button to
navigate to the web application. Also, figure 33 demonstrates the web application which can be used to
analyse metrics for the provided model location. The user can also stop the webserver by pressing the
stop button. The developed functions which have been implemented to start and stop the webserver can
be seen in figure 34.
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Figure 34 TensorBoard tool configuration

Moreover, the start method that is demonstrated in figure 35 is called when the user clicks on the start
button. The method will start the webserver through a windows command line if the model directory
has been provided. The code within the method terminates any TensorBoard processes which are
currently running. This is to make sure that a new process can be started which will be pointing to a
different model directory. The method also starts up a new TensorBoard process and parses through the
model directory as a parameter. The code within the method runs asynchronously to make the tool more
responsive.

Figure 35 TensorBoard tool start method

The user is also able to stop the web service by pressing the stop button, which will then trigger the stop
method. The stop method demonstrated in figure 36 will terminate all TensorBoard processes which
are currently running.
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7. Performance Indicator Development
The performance indicator is an essential tool that has been developed, and it can be used to measure
the performance of data pre-processing for a predictive model. The performance indicator produces a
rank which can be used to measure the performance of data pre-processing based on the provided
metrics. The performance indicator makes it easier for the user to carry out multiple experiments and
achieve a rank that should help to choose the best performing model by comparing results of the
previously trained models (Raschka, 2018, p.4). Also, the development and the configuration of the
pre-processing assistant tool is demonstrated in this section. The performance indicator tool is a part of
the pre-processing assistant software. This is to ensure that all of the tools can be accessed within one
piece of software. The developed tools that have been presented in section 6.2 have been utilised to
carry out various experiments. The experiments are employed to configure the performance indicator
tool appropriately. The experiments consist of converting unstructured data into structured data by the
use of various data pre-processing techniques which have been identified in section 2.5. The
unstructured data is gathered and converted into a structured format which ensures that meaningful
information is obtained (Mishra, 2016, p.150). The main challenges and issues that been confronted and
resolved throughout the research will also be discussed. Further, the performance indicator has been
created to provide a tool that can be used to measure the performance of a predictive model. This is
because it is difficult to identify the performance of a predictive model by looking at the existing
metrics.

7.1 Performance Indicator Tool
The performance indicator tool has been developed based on the design, which can be seen in section
5.3.4. The performance indicator tool is an essential part of the research as it has been developed to
measure the performance of a model. The performance indicator uses a weight configuration for each
metric to calculate the rank that indicates model performance. The weight configuration is expected to
be different for each metric as there are metrics which are significant and insignificant. The experiments
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also aim to identify significant and non-significant metrics. Therefore, allowing the weight
configuration to be configured after the experiment results have been gathered. The performance
indicator tool can be seen in figure 37.

Figure 37 Final performance indicator tool

In addition, the user can use the performance indicator tool by providing the experiment results which
have been gathered and documented by using the experiment template. The experiment template
document has been designed during the design stage, and it can be seen in section 5.3.3. The user can
get a rank in the final results section of the tool after the rank button has been pressed. Also, the weight
configuration can be modified through an XML file or the performance indicator tool. The user can also
save the weight configuration within the software once the rank button is pressed. The performance
indicator tool also contains a rank legend to show all the possible ranks that can be achieved with the
tool. The tool contains a data grid which displays all of the experiment results that should be provided
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manually by the user. The user should provide a value of 1 if the metric has improved for the current
experiment. Likewise, the user should provide a value of -1 if a metric has achieved worse results. The
user would usually enter a 0 or leave the field blank if the value of the metric has not changed for a
given experiment.

Moreover, the software implementation for reading and saving the XML for the weight configuration
is used alongside the built-in XML serialisation library which is part of the .NET Framework. This
allows an object with multiple properties to be created and serialised as XML. The XML serialisation
library also allows an object to be deserialised. Also, the current weight configuration contains positive
and negative values for each metric which means that a list of objects is serialised and converted into
XML. The performance indicator object that has been created and serialised as XML can be seen in
figure 38.

Figure 38 Performance indicator entity
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Further, the weight configuration is loaded from the XML file, and it is stored within the memory by
deserializing the XML and saving it as a list of objects. The list of objects is deserialised by using a
built-in XML serializer library that is part of the .NET framework. The serializer object is created, and
the object type that will be deserialised is specified in the constructor. The code for the deserialization
process can be seen in figure 39.

Figure 39 Performance indicator XML deserialization

The weight configuration that can be modified or read by the software can be seen in figure 40. The
XML demonstrates a list of objects. There are only two objects specified within the XML, one object
has positive weights and the other object has negative weights. The demonstrated properties that can be
seen in the XML configuration file have been identified during the design phase of the research. The
meaning of each metric can be found in section 5.3.1.
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Figure 40 Performance indicator weight configuration XML

Additionally, the final result of each experiment is displayed once the user clicks on the rank button.
The tool will start ranking each experiment based on the experiment results and the weight
configuration. The performance indicator tool also saves the experiment results as a CSV file. The tool
will also save the weight configuration as an XML file once the rank button is pressed. Also, the code
that is used to calculate a rank for each experiment can be seen in figure 41. The code in figure 41
demonstrates that the weight of each metric is added or deducted to the rank integer for each metric. If
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the value of the metric is higher than 0, then the positive weight is added to the rank integer. If the value
of the metric is lower than 0, then the negative weight for that metric is deducted from the rank integer.
Otherwise, no value is deducted or added to the rank integer, and the rank is not affected.

Figure 41 Performance indicator rank calculation

7.2 Datasets
The experiments have consisted of collecting 32 different datasets from Kaggle, which provides opensource datasets. The datasets that have been collected to carry out experiments are mostly stored in a
CSV UTF-8 type format and the minority of datasets are stored in an XLSX format. The collected
datasets also consist of labelled data, which allows for supervised learning when training the datasets.
This section aims to demonstrate the detail of each collected dataset, which has been used throughout
the experimental stage of the research. The purpose of each dataset is presented, as well as the number
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of features and items per dataset. These are public datasets, which are free to use for the public. Table
8 demonstrates all datasets that have been used to carry out experiments. The table presents the purpose,
type, number of features, number of items, predict feature, and the predicted value per dataset.

Table 8 Datasets used for experiments
Dataset Name

Type

Purpose

Number

Number

Predict

Predict

of

of Items

Feature

Value

301

Outcome

Died

397

Dalc

1

Features
Horse

Colic CSV

Dataset

The

horse

colic 28

dataset has been
used to predict if a
horse will survive
based on previous
medical
conditions.

Student Alcohol CSV

The

student 33

Consumption

alcohol

dataset

presents
performance

and

alcohol
consumption

of

students based on
their

gender,

grades, and study
information.
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restaurant 18

Restaurant

inspections dataset

Inspections

is used to predict

399,230

Critical

Critical

flag

whether or not a
restaurant will be
closed based on the
inspections of the
health department.
Premier League CSV

This

17/18 Season

contains

dataset 65

382

FTHG

2

32,563

Salary

>50k

1,078,603

Game

W

premier

league results for
season 17/18 and it
has been used to
predict the number
of goals the team
will score in future
games.
Census Income

CSV

The census income 15
dataset is used to
predict whether an
individual
more

than

earns
50

thousand dollars a
year.
Blackjack
Games
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game

of

blackjack will be
won.
Mobile

App CSV

Store Statistics

The dataset is used 17

7,199

User rating

5

5,002

Grade

A

350

Charges

High

3,700

Heart risk

1

to predict a user
review

rating

based

on

the

mobile app store
on iOS.
YouTube

CSV

Ranking

The dataset is used 6
to

predict

a

YouTube channel
grade based on the
channel statistics.
The data has been
gathered from the
social

blade

website.
Life Insurance

CSV

The dataset aims to 7
predict

if

the

charge

of

life

insurance is high.
Heart
Problem

Risk XLSX The

heart

risk 17

problem dataset is
used to predict if an
individual’s heart
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is at risk based on
medical
conditions.
Breast Cancer

CSV

This dataset is used 11
to

predict

701

Class

4

570

Diagnosis

M

1,605

Fee

No

51,492

Winner

2

an

individual’s breast
cancer class.
Breast

Cancer CSV

Wisconsin

The dataset is used 32
to predict whether
an

individual

is

malignant.
Museum

CSV

The dataset is used 224

TripAdvisor

to predict whether

Reviews

a fee is required to
enter the museum.
The

dataset

is

on

the

based
reviews

from

TripAdvisor.
League

of CSV

The

league

of 61

Legends

legends dataset has

Ranked Games

been

used

to

predict whether an
online
game
won.
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The

credit

risk 11

1,002

Risk

Good

1,002

History

High

616

Loan

Y

dataset has been
used

to

predict

whether

an

individual’s credit
score is good.
Direct

CSV

Marketing

The dataset is used 10
to predict if an
individual has a
high

purchase

history of products
from

catalogues

which are sent by
the marketer.
Loan Prediction

CSV

The

loan 13

prediction dataset

status

is used to predict if
an

individual

is

eligible to get a
loan.
Movie Reviews

CSV

The movie rating 12
dataset is used to
predict an average
online rating of a
movie.
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This dataset is used 21
to

predict

number

21,615

Bedrooms

3

207

Price

High

4,845

Price

High

305

Sex

Male

the
of

bedrooms

the

house has based on
house
advertisement
information.
Car Pricing

CSV

The

car

pricing 26

dataset is used to
predict if the price
of a car is high
based

on

the

specification
detail.
BMW

Car CSV

Pricing

The dataset is used 18
to predict if the
price of a BMW
car is high based on
market trends and
availability.

Heart Disease

CSV

The heart disease 14
dataset is used to
predict

an

individual’s gender
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based

on

their

medical history.
Barcelona

CSV

Unemployment

The

Barcelona 9

14,210

unemployment

Demand

Unemployed

occupation

dataset is used to
predict whether an
individual living in
Barcelona

is

unemployed.
Barcelona Car CSV

The dataset is used 15

Accidents

to predict if there
have

been

10,341

Serious

0

injuries

no

serious injuries in a
car accident within
the

city

of

Barcelona.
House Sales

CSV

This dataset has 21
been

used

21,615

Price

High

11,056

Result

1

to

predict if the price
of a house is high
based on the sale
history.
Phishing Sites

CSV

The dataset is used 32
to predict whether
a

website

phishing
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based

on

its

properties.
Mall Customers

CSV

This dataset is used 5

202

to predict whether

Annual

High

income

a mall customer
has a high annual
income based on
their

spending

score.
Coffee

Beans CSV

Review

The coffee beans 42

1,321

Region

Mexico

1,472

Attrition

Yes

1,236

Observed

No

review dataset is
used to predict the
region of coffee
beans

based

on

their attributes.
IBM Employee CSV

The dataset is used 35

Attrition

to

predict

an

employee’s
attrition based on
their performance.
Interview
Attendance

XLSX The

interview 23

attendance dataset
is used to predict
whether
individual
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Fertility

CSV

Prediction

The dataset is used 10

102

Diagnosis

Altered

142,195

Rain today

Yes

to predict fertility
rate based on an
individual’s
medical
conditions.

Australia

CSV

The dataset is used 24

Weather

to predict whether

Prediction

there will be rain
based on the past
weather forecasts
in Australia.

7.3 Machine Learning Algorithms
This section discusses the machine learning algorithms that have been used throughout the experimental
stage of the research. The experiments consisted of using an artificial neural network to process
information and train a predictive model. Also, there are three different model architectures, which have
been employed to train several machine learning models. The trained model types that have been used
are Wide, Deep, and Wide & Deep. All three model architectures have been used to train a predictive
model per dataset that has been collected and mentioned in table 8. Therefore, each of the collected
datasets has been trained for each model type. The experiments have been performed 280 times for all
of the different datasets, model types, and data pre-processing techniques.
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7.3.1 Wide Model Structure
The Wide model is a logistic regression model, which is a statistical model that can be used for event
prediction to find linear classifications. The logistic regression model is used for binary classification
to predict a value of true or false (Nalić & Švraka, 2018, p.1048). The input layer for the Wide models
consists between 5 and 224 nodes throughout all datasets that have been used. Therefore, there is no
consistent number of input nodes for any of the models that have been trained. Also, the output layer
consists of 1 node as the training of all datasets focuses on a binary classification problem. The visual
representation of the Wide model architecture can be seen in figure 42.

Figure 42 Wide model structure

7.3.2 Deep Model Structure
The Deep model is a feed-forward neural network, which is a non-linear model that can be used for
event prediction to find non-linear classifications. The input layer for the Deep model contains a
different number of input nodes depending on the dataset that has been used for training. Therefore, the
number of input nodes has been diverse and ranges from 5 to 224 nodes throughout all models.
However, all of the trained Deep models consist of the same number of hidden layers and nodes. The
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Deep models consist of 4 hidden layers. The first hidden layer contains 100 nodes and the second layer
contains 75 nodes. The third hidden layer contains 50 nodes and the fourth layer contains 25 nodes.
Also, the output layer always consists of 1 output node because the training of all datasets has focused
on binary classification problems. Figure 43 visually demonstrates the architecture of the Deep model.

Figure 43 Deep model structure

7.3.3 Wide & Deep Model Structure
The trained Wide & Deep models consist of a different number of input nodes because the models have
been trained with 32 different datasets. Therefore, the input structure of the Wide & Deep model varies
from 5 to 224 nodes for the input layer. The Wide & Deep models consist of the same number of hidden
layers and nodes throughout all of the trained models. The structure of the hidden layers consists of 4
hidden layers. The first layer contains 100 nodes and the second layer contains 75 nodes. The third
hidden layer contains 50 nodes and the fourth layer contains 25 nodes. Also, the output layer always
consists of 1 node because all trained models focused on a binary classification problem. Figure 44
visually demonstrates the structure of the Wide & Deep model.
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Figure 44 Wide & Deep model structure

7.4 Experiment Results
The experiment results demonstrate how the weight of each metric has been configured within the
performance indicator tool. The experiment results help to distinguish the significant and nonsignificant metrics. Further, the experiments have been thoroughly prepared and maintained within an
experiments template document that can be seen in section 5.3.3. The experiments have been carried
out with 32 distinct datasets which have been downloaded from Kaggle. The download link for each
dataset can be seen in Appendix F. The various datasets are employed to achieve an average of all
metrics across multiple datasets. Also, the experiment results have been achieved by setting up
experiments which are very likely to achieve a high-performance increase. This allows identifying the
metrics which have improved the most and can be considered as essential metrics. The experiments
which are expected to get a low-performance increase have also been set up. The low increase in
performance can help to set up the negative weight configuration of the performance indicator. This
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introduces a balance between the negative and the positive weight configuration of the tool. Therefore,
allowing the rank to be more accurate for good and bad experiments which are carried out in the future.

Furthermore, the experiment results are split up into three sections. This is because each section
demonstrates the experimental results that have been produced per model type. The value of each metric
can vary based on the model type. This means that metrics can have different significance per model
type. Therefore, the experiment results are split up into different sections which will demonstrate a
metric weight configuration per model type. Also, the experiment results will demonstrate the number
of improvements per metric. These numbers have been achieved by summing up the number of positive
and negative experiment results across multiple datasets. This results in multiple negative and positive
numbers which are shown for each experiment. The negative number indicates that the metric achieved
a worse result across multiple datasets. The positive number indicates that a better result has been
achieved throughout multiple datasets.

Moreover, the experiments have been carried out across 32 different datasets, which have been
presented in section 7.2. The experimental results for each dataset have been recorded in an excel
document. Therefore, each dataset has its own excel document that contains experimental results. The
experimental results consist of model performance metrics which have been collected at the end of the
model training process. Also, all of the datasets have been trained with raw data, and the results have
been recorded. The experimental results also contain the results of model performance metrics for
models that have been trained with data pre-processing techniques applied. Therefore, allowing to
compare model performance metrics between experiments. Table 9 demonstrates the experimental
results for the horse death dataset, which has been used to predict if a horse will die based on its medical
conditions. The table presents all of the performance metrics that have been recorded throughout all
experiments and data pre-processing techniques.
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Table 9 Horse death dataset experimental results
Dataset

Horse Deaths Dataset

Data Pre-

None

Feature Selection

Feature Creation

Do not apply any pre-

Remove unneeded

Convert numerical

processing techniques.

columns from the

features into categorical

dataset.

features.

No pre-processing

Deleted hospital number,

Converted the following

techniques applied.

lession_1, lession_2,

columns into categorical

lession_3.

columns pulse and

processing
Techniques
Description

Notes

respiratory_rate.
Model

Wide

Deep

Used

Accuracy

Wide

Wide

Deep

Wide

&

&

Deep

Deep

Wide

Deep

Wide &
Deep

0.7241

0.7241

0.3793

0.7241

0.7586

0.7586

0.7586

0.7241

0.72413

379

379

1034

379

207

207

207

379

79

Accuracy

0.7241

0.7241

0.7241

0.7241

0.7241

0.7241

0.7241

0.7241

0.72413

Baseline

379

379

379

379

379

379

379

379

79

AUC

0.8452

0.5

0.3630

0.8452

0.7053

0.7857

0.8630

0.2827

0.5

9525

38

571

1415

951

3812

38
AUC

0.6143

0.6379

0.3153

0.6143

0.5877

0.5617

0.6240

0.1755

0.63793

Precision

3184

31

2478

3184

155

7104

18

4484

1

Recall
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Average

0.4765

41.571

50.991

0.4815

1.9139

0.4622

0.4285

1.0346

588.498

Loss

6763

995

9

6935

756

3956

7593

33

2

Label/

0.2758

0.2758

0.2758

0.2758

0.2758

0.2758

0.2758

0.2758

0.27586

Mean

6207

6207

6207

6207

6207

6207

6207

6207

207

Loss

13.820

1205.5

1478.7

13.965

55.505

13.404

12.428

30.004

17066.4

461

879

651

511

29

947

702

358

5

0.5

0

0.1428

0.5

0.6666

1

0.6666

0

0

0

Precision

5715

667

667

Prediction/

0.1850

1.75E-

0.4922

0.1814

0.1062

0.2108

0.1902

0.1772

Mean

6621

21

2505

1955

7992

6217

075

6389

Recall

0.125

0

0.25

0.125

0.25

0.125

0.25

0

0

Total Train

04:23.

01:53.

05:28.

04:16.

01:44.

05:10.

04:30.

01:58.

05:43.1

Time

8

9

9

4

5

3

1

8

Experiment

28/03/

28/03/

28/03/

28/03/

28/03/

28/03/

28/03/

28/03/

28/03/

Start

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

Date/Time

20:47

20:51

20:53

21:07

21:11

21:13

21:33

21:37

21:39

In addition, table 9 demonstrates 1 of the 32 experimental results which are usually stored in an excel
document. However, to demonstrate how the results have been stored, the results are shown in a tabular
form. The 32 documents and their experimental results were utilised to identify the significant metrics.
The experimental results have been combined into three different documents so that significant metrics
can be identified per model type. Therefore, making it easier to identify a pattern for more significant
metrics. The significant metrics are considered to be significant if they have improved more than other
metrics.
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Further, the experimental results throughout 32 different documents are then transformed into 3
different documents. Each document contains the total number of improvements and non-improvements
per model type. The individual documents allow identifying the model performance metrics which have
improved the most. The model performance metrics that have improved the most throughout all of the
280 experiments, have a higher significance and are configured differently within the performance
indicator tool. The 32 different documents are transformed into 3 documents by counting the number
of improvements between experiments per model type and data pre-processing technique. The model
performance metrics are compared between the model that has been trained with raw data against a
model that has been trained after data pre-processing has been applied. The number of improvements
is either decremented of incremented per model type and data pre-processing technique, which allows
seeing the metrics that improve the most. Also, table 10 demonstrates the number of improvements and
non-improvements between metrics for the horse deaths dataset. The final table would look different as
the number of improvements is much higher and lower between 32 different datasets and 280
experiments.
Table 10 Combined experimental results for the horse death dataset

Performance
Metric

Feature Selection

Feature Creation

Wide

Deep

0

1

Wide &
Deep
1

0

0

0

Total

Wide

Deep

1

0

Wide &
Deep
1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

-1

1

3

Accuracy
Accuracy
Baseline
AUC
AUC Precision
Recall
Average Loss
Label/
Mean
Loss
Precision

0

-1

1

1

-1

1

1

-1
0
0
-1
0

1
0
0
1
1

1
0
0
1
1

1
0
0
1
1

1
0
0
1
-1

-1
0
0
-1
-1

2
0
0
2
1

Prediction/Mean

-1

1

-1

1

1

-1

0

Recall

0

1

-1

1

-1

-1

-1
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1

-1

-1

-1

0

7.4.1 Wide Model Experiment Results
The Wide model experiments demonstrate all of the experiments that have been carried out against the
Wide model type. The experiment results are shown for multiple datasets which have been used for the
same experiment scenario that has been set up. The Wide model experiment results can be seen in table
11.
Table 11 Wide model experiment results across multiple datasets
Pre-processing

Data cleansing

Feature selection

Feature creation

Feature selection

technique
Process/Intervent

Delete duplicate Extract

ion

data
dataset

from

relevant Converting

the features from the features
dataset

categorical

Delete the unique
into "id" column from
the dataset

features
Overall Accuracy

1

1

7

0

Overall Accuracy 2

2

1

0

2

7

1

3

2

0

3

7

0

4

-2

1

0

5

1

8

0

Baseline
Overall AUC
Overall

-1

AUC 0

Precision Recall
Overall Average 4
Loss
Overall
Label/Mean
Overall Loss
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Overall Precision

0

2

5

3

Overall

1

1

-1

4

-2

0

4

3

4

-7

8

Prediction/Mean
Overall Recall
Overall

Train 5

Time

Furthermore, the experiment results within table 11 demonstrate multiple significant metrics which
should have a higher weight configuration. The following metrics are considered important because
they improve frequently throughout multiple datasets:
•

Accuracy

•

Average loss

•

Loss

•

Train time

The weight configuration has been configured for the Wide model based on the experiment results, and
the significant metrics which have been identified. The finalised weight configuration for the Wide
model can be seen in table 12.

Table 12 Wide model metric weight configuration
Metric Name

Positive Weight

Negative Weight

Accuracy

2

-2

Accuracy baseline

1

-1

AUC

1

-1

AUC precision recall

1

-1
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Average loss

2

-2

Label/Mean

1

-1

Loss

2

-2

Precision

1

-1

Prediction/Mean

1

-1

Recall

1

-1

Train time

1

0

In addition, after the weight configuration has been established, more experiments have been employed
to see how the performance indicator will rank them. The rank of each experiment should demonstrate
the final rank that is produced by the performance indicator. Table 13 demonstrates the further
experiments that have been carried out, which include the performance indicator rank.

Table 13 Wide model experiment results for a single dataset
Pre-processing

Data Cleansing

Feature Selection

Feature Creation

Feature selection

technique
Process/Intervent

Delete duplicate Extract

ion

data
dataset

from

relevant Converting

the features from the features
dataset

categorical

Delete the unique
into "id" column from
the dataset

features
Overall Accuracy

1

1

1

0

Overall Accuracy 1

1

1

0

1

1

1

Baseline
Overall AUC
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1

1

0

1

1

0

1

-1

1

0

Overall Loss

1

1

1

0

Overall Precision

0

1

1

1

Overall

1

1

-1

1

-1

0

1

1

1

-1

1

11

11

5

Precision Recall
Overall Average 1
Loss
Overall
Label/Mean

Prediction/Mean
Overall Recall
Overall

Train 1

Time
Rank

8

Moreover, table 13 demonstrates the ranks which are expected to be high and low. This is because the
datasets which have been used within these experiments have been studied. The experiment for deleting
duplicate data has achieved a high rank of 8 out of 11. This is a good result and indicates a highperformance increase. The deletion of duplicate data helps to reduce overfitting and should provide
more accurate results. The experiment where the relevant features are extracted from the dataset has
achieved the highest rank of 11. This is the highest rank that can be achieved by the performance
indicator, and it indicates a high-performance increase. The extraction of relevant features reduces the
number of irrelevant features that do not correspond to the prediction variable. The irrelevant features
that are used when training a model can decrease the accuracy of the model. The feature creation
experiment where existing data is used to create new data has achieved a high rank of 11. This is also
known as feature engineering, which provides better results, as seen in the experiment results because
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less complicated features have been created. The feature selection experiment where the unique id
column is deleted has achieved a rank of 5. This is a decent rank which indicates an average performance
increase.

7.4.2 Deep Model Experiment Results
The Deep model experiment results demonstrate the experiments that have been carried out against the
Deep model type. The experiment results are shown across multiple different datasets where the same
experiment has been applied. The experiment results for the Deep model are substantially different in
comparison to the Wide model experiment results. The experiment results which have been achieved
for the Deep model can be seen in table 14.

Table 14 Deep model experiment results across multiple datasets
Pre-processing

Data cleansing

Feature selection

Feature creation

Feature selection

technique
Process/Intervent

Delete duplicate Extract

ion

data
dataset

from

relevant Converting

the features from the features
dataset

categorical

Delete the unique
into "id" column from
the dataset

features
Overall Accuracy

2

4

5

1

Overall Accuracy 3

1

2

0

1

2

-1

-3

1

-3

Baseline
Overall AUC
Overall

AUC -5

Precision Recall
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6

1

0

3

-1

0

0

Overall Loss

4

4

2

0

Overall Precision

0

4

0

2

Overall

5

1

1

-2

-2

5

0

6

7

-5

9

Loss
Overall
Label/Mean

Prediction/Mean
Overall Recall
Overall

Train 7

Time

Additionally, table 14 shows the significant metrics which have improved frequently with the use of
the Deep model. The experiment results in table 14 show that the following metrics are important:
•

Accuracy

•

Accuracy baseline

•

Average loss

•

Loss

•

Train time

These metrics will have a higher weight configured for the Deep model. The weight configuration
should only be used for the Deep model. The final configuration for the Deep model can be seen in
table 15.
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Table 15 Final Deep model weight configuration
Metric Name

Positive Weight

Negative Weight

Accuracy

2

-2

Accuracy baseline

2

-2

AUC

1

-1

AUC precision recall

1

-1

Average loss

2

-2

Label/Mean

1

-1

Loss

2

-2

Precision

1

-1

Prediction/Mean

1

-1

Recall

1

-1

Train time

1

0

Further, the experiment results have been used to establish the final weight configuration for the Deep
model. This configuration can now be used to predict results for experiments where the Deep model is
trained. Therefore, another set of experiments has been carried out to analyse the ranking that can be
achieved through the performance indicator with the Deep model weight configuration. The
experiments and the rank that has been produced by the performance indicator can be seen in table 16.
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Table 16 Deep model experiment results for a single dataset
Pre-processing

Data Cleansing

Feature Selection

Feature Creation

Feature selection

technique
Process/Intervent

Delete duplicate Extract

ion

data
dataset

from

relevant Converting

the features from the features
dataset

categorical

Delete the unique
into "id" column from
the dataset

features
Overall Accuracy

1

1

1

1

Overall Accuracy 1

1

1

0

1

1

-1

-1

1

-1

1

1

0

1

-1

0

0

Overall Loss

1

1

1

0

Overall Precision

0

1

0

1

Overall

1

1

1

-1

-1

1

0

1

1

-1

1

11

11

2

Baseline
Overall AUC
Overall

0

AUC -1

Precision Recall
Overall Average 1
Loss
Overall
Label/Mean

Prediction/Mean
Overall Recall
Overall

Train 1

Time
Rank
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Furthermore, the experiment results, which are shown in table 16, demonstrate lower and higher ranks.
The experiment ranks are slightly different in comparison to the ranks, which are shown in table 13 for
the Wide model. The ranks are expected to be different for each model type because different results
have been achieved. Therefore, multiple weights need to be configured for each model type. Also, the
experiment for deleting duplicate data form the dataset has achieved a rank of 9 out of 11. This is a
good rank which indicates a high-performance increase. The experiment is expected to be successful
and provide excellent results because the deletion of duplicates helps to avoid overfitting. The feature
extraction and feature creation experiments have both achieved a very high rank of 11 out of 11. This
is because these experiments have a very high chance of succeeding as they are set up to succeed. The
last experiment is the deletion of the unique id column, which has achieved a rank of 2. This is a
deficient rank that indicates little performance increase.

7.4.3 Wide & Deep Model Experiment Results
The Wide & Deep model is a combination of the Wide and Deep models which can be used to achieve
memorisation and generalisation in one model (Cheng et al., 2016, p.7). The experiment results are
demonstrated across multiple different datasets that have been utilised. Therefore, allowing to identify
the relevant and vital metrics to produce a weight configuration for the performance indicator. This
section demonstrates the experimental results that have been achieved for the Wide & Deep model. The
experiment results that have been gathered across multiple datasets for the Wide & Deep model can be
seen in table 17.
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Table 17 Wide & Deep model experiment results for multiple datasets
Pre-processing

Data cleansing

Feature selection

Feature creation

Feature selection

technique
Process/Intervent

Delete duplicate Extract

ion

data
dataset

from

relevant Converting

the features from the features
dataset

categorical

Delete the unique
into "id" column from
the dataset

features
Overall Accuracy

-2

7

6

-2

1

2

0

-2

6

5

2

AUC -2

8

4

-4

3

5

1

3

-1

0

0

Overall Loss

3

3

5

1

Overall Precision

-3

0

2

-1

Overall

3

-5

3

3

-2

-3

3

-2

8

-12

8

Overall Accuracy 3
Baseline
Overall AUC
Overall

Precision Recall
Overall Average -1
Loss
Overall
Label/Mean

Prediction/Mean
Overall Recall
Overall
Time
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The experiment results which are presented in table 17 demonstrate multiple significant metrics. The
metrics are considered to be significant as they are consistently improved across multiple datasets and
experiments. The important metrics which have been extracted from the experiment results for the Wide
& Deep model are:
•

Accuracy baseline

•

Loss

•

Train time

Moreover, the weight of each metric can be configured based on the gathered experiment results for the
Wide & Deep model. The final weight configuration that can be used to measure performance for the
Wide & Deep model can be seen in table 18.

Table 18 Final weight configuration for the Wide & Deep model
Metric Name

Positive Weight

Negative Weight

Accuracy

1

-1

Accuracy baseline

2

-2

AUC

1

-1

AUC precision recall

1

-1

Average loss

1

-1

Label/Mean

1

-1

Loss

2

-2

Precision

1

-1

Prediction/Mean

1

-1

Recall

1

-1

Train time

1

0
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Further, more experiments have been carried out for a single dataset to see the rank which can be
achieved with the performance indicator. The weight configuration for the Wide & Deep model has
been set up within the performance indicator. The experiment results have also been entered, and a rank
for each experiment has been produced. The experiment results and the corresponding rank can be seen
in table 19.
Table 19 Wide & Deep model experiment results for a single dataset
Pre-processing

Data Cleansing

Feature Selection

Feature Creation

Feature selection

technique
Process/Intervent

Delete duplicate Extract

ion

data
dataset

from

relevant Converting

the features from the features
dataset

categorical

Delete the unique
into "id" column from
the dataset

features
Overall Accuracy

-1

1

1

-1

1

1

0

-1

1

1

1

AUC -1

1

1

-1

1

1

1

1

-1

0

0

Overall Loss

1

1

1

1

Overall Precision

-1

0

1

-1

Overall Accuracy 1
Baseline
Overall AUC
Overall

Precision Recall
Overall Average -1
Loss
Overall
Label/Mean
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1

-1

1

1

-1

-1

1

-1

Train 1

1

-1

1

1

6

11

2

Prediction/Mean
Overall Recall
Overall
Time
Rank

The Wide & Deep model experiments that can be seen in table 19 demonstrate the rank which has been
achieved with the performance indicator. The achieved rank for each experiment is different in
comparison to the ranks which have been presented for the other model types. The experiment results
prove that each metric for each model type has a different sensitivity. Therefore, the experiments have
been carried out for each model type. Also, the experiment rank for the experiment where duplicate
data is deleted is 1 out of 11. This means that the performance of the model is deficient. The rank for
the feature extraction experiment is 6 out of 11, which indicates a high-performance increase. This is
because the experiment is expected to succeed, as the dataset has been studied. This has helped to extract
the relevant features from the dataset resulting in a performance increase. The feature creation has
achieved the highest rank of 11. This is because the dataset has been studied to create better features
that result in a performance increase. The last experiment is the deletion of the unique id column from
the dataset. This experiment has achieved a rank of 2, which indicates a very low-performance increase.
This is an expected result as the deletion of the unique id will not provide better performance as it is not
a significant modification to the dataset.

7.5 Challenges and Issues
The challenges and issues that have been encountered throughout the research are presented in table 20.
The solution that has been employed to resolve each issue is also specified in table 20. The issues had
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to be rectified as soon as possible for the research to be successful. The fix for each issue demonstrates
the contribution that has been made throughout the research.

Table 20 Challenges and issues
Issue

Reason

Fix

Partition of the training The experiment has failed because To fix this issue, a backup of the
and validation data are of the inconsistent use of the train first train and test datasets need to
different

for

each and validation datasets. This will be

experiment.

cause

the

experiments

to

taken

before

all

the

be experiments are carried out. This

inaccurate as the results can vary if allows the partitioning for the
each

experiment

has

different train and validation datasets to be

partitions for training and validation consistent
datasets.

throughout

all

experiments.

Not enough detail and The improvement of the overall To fix this issue and help
metrics to determine if a performance is not related only to determine if an experiment has
model has improved.

the accuracy metric.

improved the overall performance
of the predictive model, all
available metrics of the models
have been recorded for further
analysis.

The dataset does not The experiments carried out result in The issue can be rectified by
need pre-processing and extremely good results which means finding a different public dataset
results

cannot

improved.

be that there is no need to apply any which can be used to carry out
data pre-processing techniques.

more experiments.

The process of setting up The process of setting up an This issue has been rectified by
an

experiment
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inefficient because each each dataset is different and requires Python script for a dataset that has
dataset is different.

code changes to be made.

been imported by the user.

The significance of each The importance of each metric is not This issue is resolved by carrying
metric is not known.

known because the value of each out multiple experiments to see
metric is different.

patterns

of

improvement

associated with the metrics. The
metrics which improve often can
be considered as important based
on experiment results because
there is a strong association.
The

performance The performance of the model is not This issue is solved by creating

improvement

of

model is not known.

the known because there is no concrete the

proposed

performance

rank that indicates how good a indicator tool. The tool uses the
model is.

results of all metrics which are
produced after a model is trained
to produce a single rank. The
produced rank is a measure of
performance.
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8. Conclusion
The implementation of the pre-processing assistant software and the integrated tools have been
presented to demonstrate the inner workings of the code. The developed pre-processing assistant
software contains tools for preparing, processing and analysing data. Also, the software has been
implemented with the C# programming language within the Visual Studio IDE. The training and
predicting processes are implemented with the Python programming language. This is because the
TensorFlow framework has been developed in Python. The experiments and experiment results have
been documented within an experiments template document that has been created within Microsoft
Excel.

Additionally, the most effective tool is the clean data tool because it helps to apply data pre-processing
techniques effectively and efficiently to a large dataset. The clean data tool eliminates the need for
converting unstructured data into structured data manually, which can be very time-consuming
(Khayyat et al., 2015, p.1215). Also, the use of the generate train script tool has been useful as it
eliminates the need for changing the code each time a new dataset is trained. The experiment template
has been utilised to document all of the experiments consistently. The experiment template has also
been useful because it helps to record all of the appropriate metrics. Also, the performance indicator
tool has been configured during the experimental stage of the research. The experiments have helped to
identify the significant and non-significant metrics that have been configured within the performance
indicator tool. The weight configuration within the performance indicator has been configured for each
model type. This allows the performance indicator to measure the performance of a predictive model
based on the trained model type. The experiments have been carried out for the Wide, Deep and Wide
& Deep models.
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Moreover, the performance indicator tool has been developed by the use of the pre-processing assistant
tools and the experiment results that have been achieved. The performance indicator has been
appropriately configured for each model type. The experiment results have been gathered by setting up
multiple experiment scenarios from the identified data pre-processing techniques which have been
presented within the literature review. The experiment results demonstrate the weight configuration that
has been achieved per model type. The experiment results also present the ranking that can be achieved
with the performance indicator after the metrics have been configured. The weight configuration can
now be set up within the performance indicator and used to measure the performance of a new
experiment based on the model type.

All in all, the experiments helped to develop the performance indicator tool, that can be used to give a
measurement of performance for any data pre-processing experiment to be carried out. The performance
indicator tool has been successful at providing an intuitive rank for measuring the effectiveness of future
data pre-processing experiments. The tool has been an essential part of this research and it can be used
to effectively achieve a rank based on the gathered experiment results. This is very useful if one does
not have any dataset pre-knowledge as it is hard to determine how model performance can be improved
without knowing anything about the dataset. Also, a lot of knowledge has been gathered about machine
learning in general and how data can be collected, prepared, processed, and analysed. The preprocessing assistant that has been developed contains very useful tools for data preparation, data
processing and data analysis. The tool is open source and can be reused by others to prepare, process,
and analyse data in the future.
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9. Future Work
The analysis and experimentation of hyperparameters can be undertaken in the future iteration of the
research. The hyperparameters can be modified during the experimental phase to discover how they can
be used to improve model performance as the current research focuses on the data pre-processing
techniques rather than hyperparameters. Also, it will be easier to explore how hyperparameters affect
performance as all of the developed tools can be reused to carry out experiments. The modification of
hyperparameters allows the user to modify the inner workings of the model without seeing what is being
done in the background.

Moreover, the performance indicator tool could be improved in the future iteration of the research by
changing the formula, which is used to rank a single experiment. As of now, the formula will assign a
rank to an experiment based on improvement or non-improvement of the recorded metric. However,
this can be changed in the future, and more complexity can be added by considering the amount of
improvement for each experiment. Also, this will significantly improve the performance indicator tool
as it would give much more firm and accurate results.

In terms of the developed tools, the pre-processing assistant could be developed as a web application
so that it can be accessed through any operating system and will not require software to be downloaded.
Further, at the time of the research, version 1 of TensorFlow has been used. However, the newer version
of TensorFlow could be used and experimented with in the future iteration of the research. Also, other
machine learning framework could be used in the future to carry out the experiments such as the Scikitlearn framework.
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Appendix
A – Abbreviations
ANN - Artificial neural network
CNN - Convolutional neural network
CSV – Comma separated values
DNN - Deep neural network
IDE - Integrated development environment
JSON - JavaScript object notation
PIP - Pip installs packages
SQL - Structured query language
XML - eXtensible mark-up language
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B – Code
All of the developed code for the pre-processing assistant has been uploaded to GitHub and can be
downloaded by anyone. Other repositories which have been forked include Python code which has been
used to create the prototype.
•

https://github.com/przemekmas/MachineLearningSoftware

•

https://github.com/przemekmas/TensorFlow-Record

•

https://github.com/przemekmas/Tensorflow-Wide-Deep-Local-Prediction
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C – Useful Links
In order to improve the understanding of the research multiple websites have been visited which have
helped to understand machine learning and the TensorFlow framework in more detail. The following
links contain useful information which has been gathered and used to carry out research:
•

https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/feature_columns

•

https://cloud.google.com/solutions/machine-learning/ml-on-structured-data-model-2
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D – Gantt Chart

Figure 45 Gantt chart tasks
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Figure 46 Overall Gantt chart
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E – Risk Assessment
The risk assessment has been created to help prevent any upcoming risks that may occur during the
project. The risks which are most likely to occur during the project and their contingency has been
identified before the project has started. The risk assessment can be seen in table 21.

Table 21 Risk assessment
Risk

Likelihood

Prevention

Notes

There is not enough Low

More data should be gathered if More

data

the model is not providing found on the internet and

to

train

an

effective model.

accurate predictions.

datasets

were

used for carrying out
multiple

experiments.

This is because some
datasets would be preprocessed

by

other

individuals.
The dataset that is Medium

The dataset would need to be Kaggle has been used to

gathered

not

changed if the gathered data is obtain multiple datasets

suitable for training a

not adequate. The dataset can which have been used to

model for effective

be

predictions.

which is a website that provides where

is

obtained

public datasets.

from

Kaggle, carry out experiments
pre-processing

was applied to noisy
datasets.

The dataset is not High

The data collected will be Data has been converted

stored as a relational

converted into a relational into a csv format when

database or as a CSV

database as it is easy to execute downloaded

file.

queries to retrieve the desired Kaggle. Datasets in a
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results. The data stored within a XLSX format have been
relational database can also be converted to a CSV
easily converted into a CSV.

format using Microsoft
Excel, which allows the
user

to

export

a

spreadsheet as a CSV
file.
The dataset contains Medium

The data cleansing method will Noisy

and

irrelevant

incomplete data that

be applied to remove corrupt data has been deleted

has an impact on

and incomplete data from the from multiple datasets

model performance.

dataset. The null or incomplete using a developed clean
values can be excluded from data tool, which allows
the SQL query as the database noisy data to be removed
is

stored

as

a

relational from an entire dataset.

database.
The dataset contains Medium

The data reduction method will The

irrelevant information

be used to remove irrelevant data tool and notepad++

that

data. As the data is stored has been used to delete

affects

the

developed

performance of the

within a relational database the irrelevant

model.

irrelevant information can be from the dataset.

clean

information

excluded from the SQL query.
The

data

contains High

The feature selection method is Feature selection has

irrelevant features that

applied to make sure only been used to remove

affect

relevant features are used to redundant

the

columns

performance of the

train the model. The relational which contain irrelevant

model.

database can be queried with data.
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SQL

queries

displaying

that

the

allow clean data tool has been

specified used to accomplish this.

columns.
The model is only Medium

A Deep model is used for In order to minimise this

good

predicting

training the data because it is risk, experiments have

results that it has

good at predicting unseen data. been carried out with

memorised.

Also, both Wide & Deep both

at

models can be combined.

TensorFlow

models which are Wide
& Deep.

The model provides Low

A

Wide

model

or

a Once again both models

predictions that are

combination of the Wide & provided by TensorFlow

too general.

Deep models is used.

have been used to carry
out experiments.

The model that is Medium

The dataset is split up into two None.

trained

not

parts the training and validation

accurate

datasets. The validation dataset

does

provide
results

due

to

validation data.

should contain 20% of the data
from the main dataset, and the
training dataset should contain
80% of the data from the main
dataset.

The model does not Medium

Optimal parameters should be None.

provide

adjusted until the results of the

results.
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F – Experiment Dataset Links
This section includes all the appropriate datasets which have been used to carry out multiple
experiments. All the datasets have been downloaded from Kaggle and no private information is
gathered. Also, the experiment results which have been achieved for each dataset can be seen by
clicking on a link within the experiment link column. The dataset and experiment result links can be
seen in table 22.

Table 22 Kaggle dataset links
Experiment

Experiment Dataset Description

Dataset Link

Experiment Link

Dataset
Horse

Colic The dataset is used to predict whether https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

a horse can survive based on its le.com/uciml/hors

com/open?id=1BU9

previous medical conditions.

BSfVqZ3PH8d4qPv

Dataset

e-colic

5KKcCJte0_LFYq
Student

The student alcohol consumption https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Alcohol

dataset has been used to predict if a le.com/uciml/stud

com/open?id=13dvif

Consumption

student drinks alcohol during the ent-alcohol-

c1sRibX_lDdjkErFa

Dataset

weekday.

WsbGQ1T3jW

consumption

New York City This dataset has been used to predict https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Restaurant

whether a restaurant inspection in le.com/new-york-

com/open?id=1pvQf

Inspections

New York will cause the restaurant to city/nyc-

bQW2WL2tjs0bhcz

be closed.

ObeNLElIjMDRC

Premier

inspections

This dataset has been used to predict https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

League 17/18 the number of home team goals based le.com/cronsholt/

com/open?id=1dxlZ

Season

on the premier league 17/18 season premier-league-

nXT9ju4G9tLecq_m

data.

m1sunkNOgSFL
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The census income dataset is used to https://archive.ics.

https://drive.google.

predict whether an individual earns uci.edu/ml/machi

com/open?id=1XVS

more than 50$ thousand dollars a ne-learning-

ICd587DQLWOmE

year.

4AfPB_awTygc2F1

databases/adult/

1
Blackjack

This dataset is used to predict whether https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Games

a game of blackjack is a win based on le.com/csarradet/c

com/open?id=1e6tv

the

Eq1wTJgBUquMvq

previously

recorded

player ardbot-trained-

actions.

models#random_

Ypqhv1GdTGQKIa

data_1m.csv
Mobile

App This dataset is used to predict a https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

mobile application user rating based le.com/ramamet4/

com/open?id=1lZZ6

on the apple iOS mobile application app-store-apple-

FuizbWjGSGzQ82v

details.

data-set-10k-apps

Y8MGyaQHiqvVT

YouTube

This dataset is used to predict a https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Ranking

YouTube channel grade. The data has le.com/mdhrumil/

com/open?id=1wzQ

been gathered from the social blade top-5000-

-

Store

website.

youtube-channels- xvQYi7cX2tY3AA
data-from-

CL1Vs89IR_Osxx

socialblade

Life Insurance
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Risk The heart risk problem dataset is used https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

to predict whether an individual’s le.com/shivakuma

com/open?id=19uf2

heart is at risk based on medical rcd/heart-risk-

ZW8qiUewzDS2d6

conditions.

GFi16ntHact5oV

Problem

problem#Dataset1.xlsx

Breast Cancer

This dataset is used to predict an https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

individual’s breast cancer class.

le.com/ygomezz/b

com/open?id=1EY0

reast-cancer

UmIBjTqAaxvKS4
RVSpA4B8ou8dPbI

Breast Cancer The dataset is used to predict whether https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Wisconsin

le.com/uciml/brea

com/file/d/1eOEvRF

st-cancer-

LW5IEPpmUhh00N

wisconsin-data

xoBN-

an individual is malignant.

fiyMzhQ/view?usp=
sharing
Museum

This dataset has been used to predict https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Reviews

whether a fee is needed to enter the le.com/annecool3

com/open?id=1GUO

museum visit. This data is based on 7/museum-

-9l-

museums which are featured on data#tripadvisor_

JvzrqdKHvOjRlcdV

TripAdvisor.

gQ-Slg_WI

museum_world.cs
v

League
Legends

of The league of legends dataset has https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

been used to predict whether an le.com/datasnaek/

com/open?id=1yC2

online ranked game has been won.

W6r-

league-of-legends

S91BWWi6tJPGbq
NgmIXbnKmZb
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This dataset is used to predict an https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

individual’s credit rating.

le.com/yashvichar

com/open?id=1ZgVj

e/creditrisk-data

pHj0pwjnyiPEUNro
8BU-ROKQI9t8

Direct

This dataset is used to predict whether https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Marketing

an

com/open?id=1fQx2

individual

has

previously le.com/yoghurtpat

purchased a high volume of products il/direct-

IdhN5ZOuZmk1BY

from catalogues which are sent by a marketing

9JVrBhS7uRNXkG

marketer.
Loan

The loan prediction dataset is used to https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Prediction

predict if an individual is eligible to le.com/sajidvali/l

com/open?id=1gmN

get a loan.

XMK4w9WKu-

oan-prediction

_0jnz9YWEHbYL
WwVGOk
Movie

The movie review dataset is used to https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Reviews

predict an online rating of a movie.

le.com/stefanoleo

com/open?id=1rqrCr

ne992/filmtv-

2DcDrzXTaYHx3X

movies-

T0iJJiKBIzEu2

dataset#FilmTV%
20Dataset%20%20ENG.csv
House Pricing
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based on house advertisements.

ouse-price-
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prediction

Aw1co6ViI-OK_
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This dataset is used to predict a price https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

of a car based on the car attributes.

le.com/ashydv/car

com/open?id=1O4e

-price-prediction

mxjzsJT9U1yCVbG
lbwOmWfrUqq_Ad

BMW

Car This dataset is used to predict a price https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

of a BMW car based on its features le.com/danielkyrk

com/open?id=1A2vi

and current mileage status.

a/bmw-pricing-

48EKcCEtPA8yMey

challenge

UtW04n6PZjBsa

Pricing

Heart Disease

The heart disease dataset is used to https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

predict an individual’s gender based le.com/ronitf/hear

com/open?id=1QH-

on their medical history.

xEmSS7ANR22JeC

t-disease-uci

EiWHj9oT5shncGl
Barcelona

The Barcelona unemployment dataset https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Unemploymen

has been used to predict whether an le.com/xvivancos/

com/open?id=1WN5

t

individual living in Barcelona is barcelona-data-

IiKr1SkRqJIcGPaM

unemployed.

AkJWZcJ8SVwAd

sets

Barcelona

The Barcelona accidents dataset has https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Accidents

been used to predict the number of le.com/xvivancos/

com/open?id=1Tj_d

serious injuries involved in a car barcelona-data-

gTus2AvcvuboLye0

accident.

wZ-ObkRDMWqD

House Sales

sets

This dataset has been used to predict https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

the prices of a house based on the le.com/varshneyp

com/open?id=1czfyq

history of house sales.

47tlVKiaVIsEuy3O

rasun/house-sales

uFO-JUFYHgv
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The dataset has been used to predict if https://www.kagg

N/A

a website is a phishing website based le.com/akashkr/ph
on its attributes.

ishing-websitedataset

Mall

This dataset is used to predict whether https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Customers

a mall customer has a high annual le.com/shwetabh1

com/file/d/1fQx2Idh

income based on their spending score. 23/mall-

N5ZOuZmk1BY9JV

customers

rBhS7uRNXkG/vie
w?usp=sharing

Coffee

Beans The coffee beans review dataset is https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

used to predict the region of coffee le.com/ankurchav

com/file/d/13HWqy

beans based on their attributes.

da/coffee-beans-

kCDUyT9pBodsN0

reviews-by-

M9q0xkEBxTgar/vi

coffee-quality-

ew?usp=sharing

Review

institute
IBM Employee The dataset is used to predict an https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

employee’s attrition based on their le.com/pavansubh

com/file/d/1NVVffi

performance.

0zyZ951ktLmOBCR

Attrition

asht/ibm-hr-

analytics-attrition- EStGrZaCQSX/view
dataset

?usp=sharing

Interview

The interview attendance dataset is https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Attendance

used to predict whether an individual le.com/dhanrajv/i

com/file/d/18wHJP-

will attend the interview.

nterview-

Gob-

attendance-

xiw44wvqAhS5LgJt

problem

r9jEVl/view?usp=sh
aring
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Fertility

The dataset is used to predict fertility https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Prediction

rate based on an individual’s medical le.com/gabbygab/

com/file/d/1OUXrfc

conditions.

27Ji0zTyycw_rhI2rP

fertility-data-set

tYDVu9qL/view?us
p=sharing
Australia

The dataset is used to predict whether https://www.kagg

https://drive.google.

Weather

there will be rain based on the past le.com/trisha2094

com/file/d/1vVfD9e

Prediction

weather forecasts in Australia.

ZO6I9V-xbaenId-

dataset

/weatheraus

RyeBNrn7YQH/vie
w?usp=sharing
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G – Pre-processing Assistant Manual
Prediction Analysis
The prediction analysis screen can be used to do the following:
1. Select a pre-trained model which is of type Deep, Wide, or Wide & Deep.
2. Enter data which will be used for predictions.
3. The user can save the data which will be predicted once ready. The user can also delete all the
data that will be used for predictions.
4. The user can install the TensorFlow package for the current version of Python that is installed.
5. The predict button is pressed once the user is ready to run predictions against the provided data.

Figure 47 Prediction analysis manual
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Clean Data Tool
The clean data tool can be used to do the following:
1. The user needs to select a dataset that is stored locally as a CSV, XLS or XLSX file.
2. The user can choose to filter out the duplicate rows of data or any corrupt values that match the
specified regex expression.
3. The user can choose to replace data within a column or can delete an unneeded column.
4. The loaded dataset and the modification that is currently being applied to the dataset can be
seen.
5. The clean data button is pressed after all of the filters have been applied by the user. This will
remove all unnecessary data based on the configuration.
6. Lastly, the modified dataset can be exported and saved as a CSV dataset.

Figure 48 Clean data tool manual
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Train Dataset Tool
The train dataset tool can be used to do the following:
1. The user should select a CSV type-based dataset that is stored locally.
2. The dataset can be automatically split up into a train and validation datasets. Also, the user can
decide what the overall percentage of the test dataset should be.
3. All of the columns in the dataset are displayed and the column names can be changed.
4. The column/feature that should be predicted is selected.
5. The user can select which dataset type to use alongside the TensorFlow framework.
6. Once the user is done with configuration, the generate script button can be pressed. This will
generate a Python script in the background that can then be used to train the selected dataset.
7. Lastly, the generated Python script is shown in the textbox. The script is ready for execution
and can be copied and pasted into a Python IDE.
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Figure 49 Train dataset tool manual

TensorBoard Tool
The TensorBoard tool can be used to do the following:
1. The user should specify the correct location of the model once it has been trained.
2. The TensorBoard web service can be started by clicking the start button. The user can also stop
the service at any time by pressing stop.
3. The user can navigate to the web client by pressing the go button.
4. Lastly, the web client is displayed if the configuration is correct.
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Figure 50 TensorBoard tool manual

Performance Indicator Tool
The performance indicator can be used to do the following:
1. This is the weight configuration for each property which can be modified through the screen or
through an XML document.
2. This is the rank legend which indicates how good the improvement of performance is for any
experiment.
3. The user should specify multiple experiments/processes and the results for those experiments.
Also, the user will need to specify whether or not a property has improved for a given
experiment. The user is expected to type in a 1 if the property has improved for a current
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experiment. The user would enter a -1 if an experiment has provided a worse result for a given
property. Also, if the property has not changed for a given experiment, the user is expected to
enter a 0.
4. The experiment result is shown which indicates how good or bad the experiment is.
5. Lastly, the user can click on the “Rank” button to start the ranking process. The result for each
experiment is displayed in the “Final Results” section.

Figure 51 Performance indicator manual
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H - Ethics Form

Figure 52 Ethics form first page
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Figure 53 Ethics form second page
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Figure 54 Ethics form third page
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Figure 55 Ethics form forth page
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